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Abstract
Hypotheses and some results of the three-phase traffic theory by the author are
compared with results of the fundamental diagram approach to traffic flow theory.
A critical discussion of model results about congested pattern features which have
been derived within the fundamental diagram approach to traffic flow theory and
modelling is made. The empirical basis of the three-phase traffic theory is discussed
and some new spatial-temporal features of the traffic phase ”synchronized flow” are
considered. A probabilistic theory of highway capacity is presented which is based on
the three-phase traffic theory. In the frame of this theory, the probabilistic nature of
highway capacity in free flow is linked to an occurrence of the first order local phase
transition from the traffic phase ”free flow” to the traffic phase ”synchronized flow”.
A numerical study of congested pattern highway capacity based on simulations of a
KKW cellular automata model within the three-phase traffic theory is presented. A
congested pattern highway capacity which depends on features of congested spatial-
temporal patterns upstream of a bottleneck is studied.
1 Introduction
Real traffic is a dynamical process which occurs both in space and time. This
spatial-temporal process shows very complex dynamical behavior. In particu-
lar, highway traffic can be either free or congested. Congested traffic states can
be defined as the traffic states where the average vehicle speed is lower than the
minimum possible average speed in free flow (e.g., [1]). It is well known that in
contrast to free traffic flow, in congested traffic a collective behavior of vehicles
plays an important role (the collective flow by Prigogine and Herman [2]), and
a synchronization of vehicle speeds across different highway lanes usually oc-
curs [1]. In congested traffic, complex spatial-temporal patterns are observed,
in particular a sequence of moving traffic jams, the so called ”stop-and-go”
phenomenon (e.g., the classical works by Treiterer [3] and Koshi et al. [1]).
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Recall that a moving jam is a moving localized structure. The moving jam
is spatially restricted by two upstream moving jam fronts where the vehicle
speed and the density change sharply. The vehicle speed is low (as low as zero)
and the density is high inside the moving jam.
Congested traffic usually occurs at a highway bottleneck, e.g., at the bottleneck
due to an on-ramp. In empirical investigations, the onset of congested traffic
is accompanied by the breakdown phenomenon, i.e., by a sharp decrease in
the vehicle speed at the bottleneck (see e.g., papers by Athol and Bullen [4],
Banks [5,6], Hall et al. [7,8], Elefteriadou et al. [9], Kerner and Rehborn [10]
and by Persaud et al. [11]). It has been found that the breakdown phenomenon
has a probabilistic nature, i.e., the probability of the speed breakdown is an
increasing function of the flow rate in free flow at the bottleneck [9,11]. Besides,
it has been found that the capacity of congested bottleneck, i.e., highway
capacity after the breakdown phenomenon at the bottleneck has occurred is
usually lower than the capacity in free flow before - the so called phenomenon
”capacity drop” [5,6,7,8].
Concerning the important role of highway bottlenecks it should be noted that
although congested traffic can occur away from bottlenecks [12], they have an
important impact just like defects in physical systems which can play an im-
portant role for the phase transitions and for the formation of spatial-temporal
patterns. The role of the bottlenecks in traffic flow is as follows: Congested
traffic occurs most frequently at highway bottlenecks (e.g., [13,14]). The bot-
tlenecks can result from for example due to road works, on and off ramps, a
decrease in the number of highway lanes, road curves and road gradients.
Although the complexity of traffic is linked to the occurrence of spatial-
temporal patterns, some of the traffic features can be understood if average
traffic characteristics are considered. Thus, important empirical methods in
traffic science are empirical flow-density and speed-density relationships which
are related to measurements of some average traffic variables at a highway lo-
cation, in particular at a highway bottleneck. The empirical relationship of
the average vehicle speed on the vehicle density must be related to an obvious
result observed in real traffic flow: the higher the vehicle density, the lower the
average vehicle speed. When the flow rate, which is the product of the vehicle
density and the average vehicle speed, is plotted as a function of the vehicle
density one gets what is known as the empirical fundamental diagram. It must
be noted that the empirical fundamental diagram is successfully used for dif-
ferent important applications where some average traffic flow characteristics
should be determined (e.g., [14,15]).
Over the past 80 years scientists have developed a wide range of different math-
ematical models of traffic flow to understand these complex non-linear traffic
phenomena (see the books by Leuzbach [16], by May [14], by Daganzo [13],
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by Prigogine and Herman [2], by Wiedemann [17], by Whitham [18], by Cre-
mer [19], by Newell [20], the reviews by Chowdhury et al. [21], Helbing [22], Na-
gatani [23], Nagel et al. [24] and the conference proceedings [25,26,27,28,29,30,31]).
Clearly these models must be based on the real behavior of drivers in traffic,
and their solutions should show phenomena observed in real traffic.
1.1 Fundamental Diagram Approach to Traffic Flow Theory and Modelling
Up to now by a development of a mathematical traffic flow model which should
explain empirical spatial-temporal congested patterns, it has been self-evident
that hypothetical steady state solutions of the model should belong to a curve
in the flow-density plane (see, e.g., [32,34,35,36,2,28,29,30,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,18,19,16,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65]
and the recent reviews [21,22,23,24]). The above term steady state designates
the hypothetical model solution where vehicles move at the same distances to
one another with the same time-independent vehicle speed. Therefore, steady
states are hypothetical spatially homogeneous and time-independent traffic
states (steady states are also often called ”homogeneous” or ”equilibrium”
model solutions; we will use in the article for these hypothetical model traffic
states the term ”steady” states or ”steady speed” states). The curve in the
flow-density plane for steady state model solutions goes through the origin
and has at least one maximum. This curve is called the fundamental diagram
for traffic flow.
The postulate about the fundamental diagram underlies almost all traffic flow
modeling approaches up to now (see reviews [21,22,23,24]) in the sense that
the models are constructed such that in the unperturbed, noiseless limit they
have a fundamental diagram of steady states, i.e., the steady states form a
curve in the flow-density plane. The fundamental diagram is either a result of
the model (e.g., for the models by Gazis, Herman, Rothery [34], Gipps [66],
Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automata (CA for short) [37,38,39,47,64], Krauß
et al. [46], Helbing, Treiber and co-workers [51,61,67], Tomer, Halvin and co-
worker [63,68]) or the fundamental diagram is hypothesized in a model (e.g.,
the optimal velocity models by Newell [35], Whitham [40], Bando, Sugiyama
and co-workers [42,43] and the macroscopic model by Payne [69]). Moving jams
which are calculated from these models for a homogeneous road (i.e., a road
without bottlenecks) are due to the instability of steady states of the funda-
mental diagram within some range of vehicle densities (see reviews [21,22,23,24]).
This is one of the reasons why we find it helpful to classify these models as
belonging to what we call the ”fundamental diagram approach”.
In 1955 Lighthill and Whitham [32] wrote in their classical work (see page 319
in [32]): ”... The fundamental hypothesis of the theory is that at any point of
the road the flow (vehicles per hour) is a function of the concentration (vehicles
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per mile)...”. Apparently the empirical fundamental diagram was the reason
that the fundamental diagram approach has already been introduced in the
first traffic flow models derived by Lighthill and Whitham [32], by Gasis,
Herman and Rothery [34], and by Newell [35].
Concerning the theoretical fundamental diagram, it must be noted that in
real congested traffic complex spatial-temporal traffic patterns are observed
(e.g., [1,3]). These patterns are spatially non-homogeneous. This spatial be-
havior of congested patterns is a complex function of time. An averaging of
traffic variables related to congested patterns over long enough time inter-
vals gives a relation between different averaged vehicle speeds and densities.
Thus, the empirical fundamental diagram is related to averaged characteris-
tics of spatial-temporal congested patterns measured at a highway location
rather than to features of the hypothetical steady states of congested traffic
on the theoretical fundamental diagram. For this reason, the existence of the
theoretical fundamental diagram is only a hypothesis.
It has recently been found that empirical features of the phase transitions in
traffic flow and most of empirical spatial-temporal pattern features [71,72,73]
are qualitatively different from those which follow from mathematical traffic
flow models in the fundamental diagram approach which is considered in the
reviews [21,22,23,24].
1.2 Three-Phase Traffic Theory
For this reason in 1996-2000 the author, based on an empirical traffic flow anal-
ysis, introduced a concept called ”synchronized flow” and the related three-
phase traffic theory [12,71,72,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81].
1.2.1 The Concept ”Synchronized Flow”
In the concept ”synchronized flow”, there are two qualitatively different phases,
the traffic phase called ”synchronized flow” and the traffic phase called ”wide
moving jam”, which should be distinguished in congested traffic [71,72,74,75,76,77].
This distinguishing is based on qualitatively different empirical spatial-temporal
features of these phases. Traffic consists of free flow and congested traffic. Con-
gested traffic consists of two traffic phases. Thus, there are three traffic phases:
(1) Free flow.
(2) Synchronized flow.
(3) Wide moving jam.
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In the three-phase traffic theory, features of spatial-temporal congested pat-
terns are explained based on the phase transitions between these three traffic
phases.
Objective criteria to distinguish between the traffic phase ”synchronized flow”
and the traffic phase ”wide moving jam” are based on qualitative different em-
pirical spatial-temporal features of these two traffic phases. A wide moving jam
is a moving jam which possesses the following characteristic feature. Let us
consider the downstream front of the wide moving jam where vehicles acceler-
ate escaping from a standstill inside the wide moving jam. This downstream
jam front propagates on a highway keeping the mean velocity of this front.
As long as a moving jam is a wide moving jam this characteristic effect - the
keeping of the velocity of the downstream jam front - remains even if the wide
moving jam propagates through any complex traffic states and through any
highway bottlenecks. In contrast, the downstream front of the traffic phase
”synchronized flow” (where vehicles accelerate escaping from synchronized
flow to free flow) is usually fixed at the bottleneck. Corresponding to the defi-
nition of the traffic phase ”wide moving jam” and to the concept ”synchronized
flow” where there are only two traffic phases in congested traffic, any state of
congested traffic which does not possess the above characteristic feature of a
wide moving jam is related to the traffic state ”synchronized flow”. A more
detailed consideration of the objective criteria of traffic phases and empirical
examples of the application of these objective criteria for the determination of
the phase ”synchronized flow” and the phase ”wide moving jam” in congested
traffic can be found in [73].
It should be stressed that the concept ”synchronized flow” and the related
methodology of the congested pattern study, which has been used for the
definition of the three traffic phases below, is based on an analysis of em-
pirical spatial-temporal features of congested patterns [71,74,75] rather than
on a dynamical analysis of data (e.g., in the flow-density plane) which is
measured at only one highway location. First, a spatial-temporal study of
traffic must be made. Only after the traffic phases ”synchronized flow” and
”wide moving jam” have already been distinguished, based on this spatial-
temporal data analysis, some of the pattern features can further be stud-
ied in the flow-density plane. In particular, this procedure has already been
used in [74]: At the first step, a spatial-temporal analysis of empirical data
has been made and the phases ”synchronized flow” and ”wide moving jam”
have been identified. At the next step, the traffic phase ”synchronized flow”
has been plotted in the flow-density plane without any wide moving jams
and some of the features of ”synchronized flow” have been studied. Mea-
sured data on sections of the highway A5 in Germany which have been used
in [74,75,80,71,77,12,81,76,78,72,79,73] also comprise the information about
vehicle types (number of vehicles and long vehicles) and individual vehicle
speeds passing the detector during each one minute interval of averaging.
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Using the latter information in addition to the spatial-temporal data analy-
sis of one minute averaged data, the determination of the type of synchro-
nized flow in empirical studies of synchronized flow (the type (i), or (ii) or
else (iii) [74]) have been made. Besides, the individual vehicle speeds al-
low us to answer the question of whether there are narrow moving jams in
synchronized flow or not. All these steps of data analysis have been made
in [74,75,80,71,77,12,81,76,78,72,79,73]. We will illustrate this in Sect. 2 where
an empirical example of a synchronized flow pattern will be studied.
1.2.2 The Fundamental Hypothesis of The Three-Phase Traffic Theory
Another claim of the concept of ”synchronized flow” is the hypothesis about
steady states of synchronized flow. This is the fundamental hypothesis of the
three-phase traffic theory. The fundamental hypothesis of the three-phase traf-
fic theory reads as follows [71,75,76,77]:
Hypothetical steady states of synchronized flow cover a two-dimensional region
in the flow-density plane (Fig. 1). This means that in these hypothetical steady
states of synchronized flow, where all vehicles move at the same distance to
one another and with the same time-independent speed, a given steady vehicle
speed is related to an infinite multitude of different vehicle densities and a
given vehicle density is related to an infinite multitude of different steady
vehicle speeds. This hypothesis means that there is no fundamental diagram
for hypothetical steady speed states of synchronized flow. This hypothesis has
recently been used in a microscopic three-phase traffic flow theory [82,83,84].
It occurs that this theory, which is also based on other hypotheses of the three-
phase traffic theory (Sect. 4), explains and predicts main features of empirical
phase transitions and spatial-temporal congested patterns found in [71,73].
The fundamental hypothesis of the three-phase traffic theory is therefore in
contradiction with the hypothesis about the existence of the fundamental di-
agram for hypothetical steady states of mathematical models and theories in
the fundamental diagram approach. An explanation of the fundamental hy-
pothesis of the three-phase traffic theory will be done in Sect. 4.1.1.
1.2.3 Explanation of The Terms ”Synchronized Flow” and ”Wide Moving
Jam”
The term ”synchronized flow” should reflect the following features of this
traffic phase: (i) It is a non-interrupted traffic flow rather than a long enough
standstill as it usually occurs inside a wide moving jam. The word ”flow”
should reflect this feature. (ii) There is a tendency to a synchronization of
vehicle speeds across different lanes on a multi-lane road in this flow. Besides,
there is a tendency to a synchronization of vehicle speeds on each of the road
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lanes (a bunching of the vehicles) in synchronized flow due to a relatively low
mean probability of passing in synchronized flow. The word ”synchronized”
should reflect these speed synchronization effects.
The term ”wide moving jam” should reflect the characteristic feature of the
jam to propagate through any other states of traffic flow and through any
bottlenecks keeping the velocity of the downstream jam front. The word com-
bination ”moving jam” should reflect the feature of the jam propagation as a
whole localized structure on a road. If the width of a moving jam is consid-
erably higher than the widths of the jam fronts and the speed inside the jam
is zero then the moving jam possesses this characteristic feature. The word
”wide” (the jam width in the longitudinal direction) should reflect this charac-
teristic feature of the jam propagation keeping the velocity of the downstream
jam front.
This article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, firstly an overview of known
features of synchronized flow is made (Sect. 2.1) and then new empirical re-
sults about spatial-temporal features of synchronized flow are presented. These
empirical results should help to understand some of the hypotheses to the
three-phase traffic theory. A critical analysis of the application of the funda-
mental diagram approach for a description of phase transitions and of spatial-
temporal features of congested patterns will be made in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4,
a comparison of already known hypotheses to the author’s three-phase traf-
fic theory with results of the fundamental diagram approach to traffic flow
theory will be considered. In this section, we will also consider some new hy-
potheses about a Z- and double Z-shaped characteristics of traffic flow. The
double Z-characteristic should explain phase transitions which are responsible
for the wide moving jam emergence in real traffic flow. Other new results are
presented in Sect. 5 where a probabilistic theory of highway capacity which is
based on the three-phase traffic theory is considered. This general theory will
be illustrated and confirmed by new numerical results of a study of a KKW
cellular automata model within the three-phase traffic theory.
2 Empirical Features of Synchronized Flow
In this section some new empirical features of synchronized flow will be consid-
ered. These features will be used below for an explanation of the three-phase
traffic theory. In particular, these results allow us to give the empirical ba-
sis for the hypothesis about a Z-shape of the probability of passing in traffic
flow as a function of the density. However, firstly a brief overview of empirical
features of synchronized flow is made.
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2.1 Main Empirical Features of Phase Transitions, Onset of Congestion and
Congested Patterns at Bottlenecks (Overview)
Moving jams do not emerge in free flow, if synchronized flow is not hin-
dered [72]. Instead, the moving jams emerge due to a sequence of two first
order phase transitions [71]: First the transition from free flow to synchro-
nized flow occurs (it is called the F→S transition) and only later and usually
at a different highway location wide moving jams emerge in the synchronized
flow (the latter transition is called the S→J transition and the sequence of
both transitions is called the F→S→J transitions).
In particular, the onset of congestion at a bottleneck, i.e., the well-known
breakdown phenomenon in free flow is linked to the F→S transition in an
initial free flow rather than to the wide moving jam emergence (the F→J
transition) [71,73]. This means that at the same density in free flow at the
bottleneck the probability of the F→S transition should be considerably higher
than the probability of the F→J transition.
Empirical investigations show [73,99] that there are two main types of con-
gested patterns at an isolated bottleneck 1 : The general pattern or GP for
short: The GP is the congested pattern at the isolated bottleneck where syn-
chronized flow occurs upstream of the bottleneck and wide moving jams spon-
taneously emerge in that synchronized flow. Thus the GP consists of both traf-
fic phases in congested traffic: ”synchronized flow” and ”wide moving jam”.
The synchronized flow pattern or SP for short: The SP consists of synchro-
nized flow upstream of the isolated bottleneck only, i.e., no wide moving jams
emerge in that synchronized flow.
However, dependent on the bottleneck features and on traffic demand, the GP
and the SP show a diverse variety of special cases. In particular, there are three
main different types of synchronized flow patterns (SP) at the isolated bot-
tleneck: The localized SP (LSP), i.e., the SP whose width is spatially limited
over time 2 , the widening SP (WSP), i.e., the SP whose width is continuously
widening over time and the moving SP (MSP), i.e., the SP which propagates
as a whole localized pattern on the road.
The usual scenario of the GP emergence is the following [71,73]: First, the
F→S transition occurs at a highway bottleneck. The downstream front of the
synchronized flow (the front where drivers escape from the synchronized flow
upstream to the free flow downstream) is fixed at the bottleneck. The up-
1 Note that an isolated bottleneck is a highway bottleneck which is far enough away
from other bottlenecks where congested patterns can emerge.
2 LSP can also be called a ”shortening” SP. In the article, following the empirical
congested pattern study [73] we will use the term LSP.
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stream front of the synchronized flow (this front separates free flow upstream
from the synchronized flow downstream) propagates upstream. Later in this
synchronized flow upstream of the bottleneck narrow moving jams sponta-
neously emerge. Narrow moving jams propagate upstream and self-grow 3 .
Finally, the growing narrow moving jams (or only a part of them) transform
into wide moving jams. This transformation is related to the S→J transition.
It must be noted that the well-known and very old term “stop-and-go“ traffic
which is related to a sequence of moving traffic jams will not be used in this
article. This is linked to the following: For a traffic observer, both a sequence
of narrow moving jams and a sequence of wide moving jams is “stop-and-go“
traffic. However, as it has already been mentioned (see footnote 3) narrow
moving jams belong to the traffic phase “synchronized flow“ whereas wide
moving jams belong to the qualitatively different traffic phase “wide moving
jam“.
It has been found that moving jams are most to emerge in dense synchronized
flow of lower average vehicle speed [71,73]. In other words, the average speed in
synchronized flow of a GP where a moving jam emerges is usually considerably
lower than the speed in synchronized flow of a SP. The dense synchronized
flow in GP appears due to the pinch effect in the synchronized flow, i.e., due
to a strong compression of the synchronized flow upstream of the bottleneck.
Besides, the lower the average speed in the pinch region of synchronized flow
in a GP is the higher the frequency of the moving jam emergence in this
synchronized flow. In particular, the average speed in the pinch region of syn-
chronized flow is decreasing upstream of an on-ramp if the flow rate to the
on-ramp is increasing. Consequently the frequency of the moving jam emer-
gence increases when the flow rate to the on-ramp increases. This is because
the average speed in synchronized flow upstream of the on-ramp decreases.
Even at the highest observed flow rate to the on-ramp moving jams emerge
(with the highest frequency) in synchronized flow upstream of the on-ramp.
In contrast, empirical investigations of synchronized flow allow us to suggest
that in synchronized flow of higher vehicle speed moving jams do not nec-
essarily emerge [71,73]. In this case, a SP can occur where no wide moving
jams emerge [73,82]. One of the SPs is a WSP. The WSP should occur when
a bottleneck introduces a relatively small disturbance for traffic flow.
3 A narrow moving jam is a moving jam which does not possess the characteristic
feature of a wide moving jam to keep the downstream jam front velocity propa-
gating through any state of traffic and through any bottlenecks. Narrow moving
jams belong to congested traffic. Corresponding to the objective criteria of traffic
phases in congested traffic any state of congested traffic which does not possess this
characteristic feature of a wide moving jam is related to the traffic state ”synchro-
nized flow”. Thus, narrow moving jams are states of the traffic phase ”synchronized
flow” [73].
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This case which can be observed at a bottleneck due to off-ramps will be
considered below. It will be shown, that in this case synchronized flow in a
WSP can indeed exist upstream of the bottleneck on a long stretch of the
highway (about 4.5 km) during a long time (more than 60 min) without wide
moving jam emergence in that synchronized flow. This confirms the above
suggestion made that in synchronized flow of higher vehicle speed moving
jams do not necessarily emerge.
The GP and the SP which have briefly been discussed above appear at an
isolated bottleneck. As a result, an influence of the other bottlenecks on the
pattern formation at the isolated bottleneck and on the pattern features should
be negligible.
On real highways there are a lot of bottlenecks where different congested pat-
terns almost simultaneously can emerge. If two (or more) such bottlenecks
exist, then an expanded congested pattern (EP) can be formed. In the EP,
synchronized flow covers at least two bottlenecks. For example, let us consider
two bottlenecks which are close to one another. The bottleneck downstream
will be called ”downstream bottleneck” and the bottleneck upstream will be
called ”upstream bottleneck”. If the F→S transition occurs at the downstream
bottleneck and later narrow moving jams emerge in the synchronized flow,
then narrow moving jams can reach the upstream bottleneck before they have
transformed into wide moving jams. In this case, the synchronized flow propa-
gates upstream of the upstream bottleneck covering both bottlenecks: An EP
appears.
Another empirical example which will be considered below is the following:
If a WSP occurs at the downstream bottleneck, then due to the continuous
upstream widening of synchronized flow in the WSP the upstream front of
the synchronized flow always at some time reaches the upstream bottlneck.
After the synchronized flow is upstream of the upstream bottleneck, the syn-
chronized flow covers both bottlenecks, i.e., the initial WSP transforms into
an EP. From this example we may conclude that the congested pattern at the
downstream bottleneck can be considered as a WSP in only a finite time inter-
val as long as the synchronized flow of the WSP does not reach the upstream
bottleneck. After the upstream front of synchronized flow of the WSP has
reached the upstream bottleneck, an EP appears. Synchronized flow of this
EP consists of the synchronized flow of the initial WSP and the synchronized
flow at the upstream bottleneck. The upstream bottleneck may make a great
influence on the synchronized flow of the initial WSP, e.g., this bottleneck can
lead to the wide moving jam formation in the synchronized flow. This occurs
in the example of this WSP.
There can be a lot of different types of EPs. As it has been shown in [73], EPs
can be explained within the three-phase traffic theory. This conclusion is linked
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to the empirical fact [73] that congested traffic of all known EP types consists
of the traffic phase ”wide moving jam” and the traffic phase ”synchronized
flow” only. This result of the empirical study [73] is illustrated in Fig. 2 where
an example of an EP is shown [85]. The synchronized flow inside the EP covers
at least four bottlenecks (the locations of the bottlenecks are marked B1, B2,
B3 and B1 in Fig. 2 (b)). We can see in Fig. 2 (b) that congested traffic in
the EP consists of the traffic phase ”wide moving jam” and the traffic phase
”synchronized flow”. The empirical results are also confirmed by a microscopic
three-phase traffic theory of EPs which has recently been developed in [84].
2.2 Empirical Example of WSP
The empirical study made in [73] allows us to assume that WSP can occur at
off-ramps. The importance of the WSP analysis is linked to the possibility to
show empirical features of synchronized flow of a relatively high vehicle speed.
An example of a WSP which occurs upstream of the off-ramp D25-off on the
section of the highway A5-North in Germany (the State ”Hessen”) is shown
in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. The section of the highway A5-North (Fig. 3 (a)) has
already been described in [73] (see Fig. 3 (c) in this paper). A WSP occurs as a
result of the F→S transition upstream of the off-ramp (also discussed in [73]).
It can be seen in Figs. 3 (b) and 4 that the vehicle speeds slowly decrease
within a WSP in the upstream direction whereas the flow rate does not change
considerably when a WSP occurs. This is a peculiarity of synchronized flow.
When the vehicle speed in a WSP decreases in the upstream direction, some
narrow moving jams emerge in this synchronized flow of low vehicle speed
(D17 and D16, Fig. 4). However, D16 is already at the on-ramp (D15-on). For
this reason, the synchronized flow propagating upstream, covers this upstream
bottleneck at the on-ramp. As a result, an expanded congested pattern (EP)
occurs [73] (this is not shown in Fig. 4). Thus, WSP upstream of the off-
ramp at D25-off and downstream of the on-ramp at D16 is only a part of this
EP. Nevertheless, the consideration of this WSP allows us to come to some
important conclusions about features of the traffic phase ”synchronized flow”.
2.3 Overlapping of States of Free Flow and Synchronized Flow in Density
In particular, when free flow (black quadrates in Fig. 5) and synchronized flow
inside WSP (circles in Fig. 5) are shown in the flow-density-plane it can be
seen, that at least at detectors D20-D18 states of synchronized flow partially
overlap with free flow in the density.
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The same conclusion can be made if the vehicle speed as a function of the
density is drawn (Fig. 6 (a)). This means that at the same density either a
state of synchronized flow or a state of free flow is possible.
If now the average absolute values of the vehicle speed difference between
the left lane and the middle lane ∆v for free flow (curve F in Fig. 6 (b))
and for synchronized flow (curve S in Fig. 6 (b)) are shown, then we see
that there is overlapping of the speed difference in density. This overlapping
can lead to a hysteresis between the free flow states and the synchronized
flow states. It can be assumed that this overlapping is related to a Z-shaped
form of the dependence ∆v of the density. 4 Such Z-shaped characteristic is
in agreement with the hypothesis about the Z-shape of the mean probability
for passing [12,77,81] (see Sect. 4.3).
The physical meaning of the result in Fig. 6 (b) is the following: In free flow the
difference in the average vehicle speed on German highways between the left
(passing) highway lane and the middle lane due to the high mean probability
of passing is considerably higher than that in synchronized flow. However, at
the same density in a limited range (e.g., at D19 from 18 vehicles/km to 26
vehicles/km) either states of free flow or synchronized flow can exist. This
may lead to a nearly Z-form of the dependency ∆v on the vehicle density.
The lower the vehicle speed in synchronized flow is the less the density range
of the overlapping of the curves F and S (Fig. 6(b), D18). This overlapping
disappears fully if the vehicle speed in synchronized flow further decreases.
4 The assumption that the overlapping of the speed difference ∆v in the density
should be related to a Z-shaped characteristic ∆v(ρ) is made in an analogy to a huge
number of physical, chemical and biological systems where states of two different
phases overlap in a control system parameter. Naturally, there is usually a hysteresis
effect due to this overlapping. In the theory of these spatially distributed systems,
dependent of the form of this overlapping it is usually assumed that there is one of
the N-, S- or Z-shaped characteristics of the system [86,87,88,89]. The middle branch
of these characteristics cannot usually be observed in experiments. This is because
this branch should be related to unstable states of the system [86,87,88,89]. The as-
sumption under consideration can be considered as correct if the theory predicts fea-
tures of spatial-temporal patterns which are observed in experiments [86,87,88,89].
The three-phase traffic theory (where the Z-shaped traffic flow characteristic is
used [84]) predicts main features of empirical spatial-temporal congested traffic
patterns [82,83,84]. For this reason we will use the assumption about the Z-shaped
traffic flow characteristic made above in the further consideration.
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2.4 Analysis of Individual Vehicle Speeds
To see the difference between free flow and synchronized flow and features
of synchronized flow more clearly, distributions of the number of vehicles as
a function of the individual vehicle speed for synchronized flow (Fig. 6 (c))
and for free flow (Fig. 6 (d)) are shown. This is possible because the types
of vehicles and their individual vehicle speed during each of the one minute
intervals are also available.
Firstly, it can be seen that in synchronized flow the mean vehicle speed of
vehicles and long vehicles are almost the same for different highway lanes
whereas for free flow these mean values are strongly shifted to one another.
Secondly, we see that at the detectors D19 during 121 min of the observation
individual vehicle speeds in synchronized flow were not lower than 40 km/h
(Fig. 6 (c), left). At the detectors D18 during 105 min of the observations
individual speeds of 6181 vehicles which passed the detectors were measured
(Fig. 6 (c), right). Among these 6181 vehicles there were no vehicles which
had the speed below 20 km/h, there were only 9 vehicles which had individual
speeds between 20 and 30 km/h and 59 vehicles which had individual speeds
between 30 and 40 km/h. All other 6113 vehicles had individual speeds higher
than 40 km/h. Thus, there were no narrow moving jams in synchronized flow
between D19 and D18. Nevertheless, these states of synchronized flow cover
2D regions in the flow-density plane (Fig. 5, D19-left, D18-left).
3 Short Coming of the Fundamental Diagram Approach for De-
scription of Traffic Congestion
Different explanations of empirical features of wide moving jams and synchro-
nized flow [74,71,12,77,76,78] are up to now being discussed between different
groups (e.g., [55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,93,94,95,110,67,96,68,82,90,98,83]
and the review [22]).
Due to the effort of different scientific groups (see e.g., [28,29,30,37,38,39,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,106]
and the reviews [21,22]) considerable progress has been made in the under-
standing of the theoretical spatial-temporal congested patterns in different
traffic flow models within the fundamental diagram approach. In particular,
in this approach two main classes of traffic flow models may be distinguished
which claim to show moving jams and other congested patterns upstream from
an on-ramp:
(i) Models where at a sufficiently high initial flow rate on the main road, up-
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stream from an on-ramp, moving jams spontaneously occur if the flow rate
at the on-ramp beginning from zero gradually is increasing. However, the
range of the flow rate to the on-ramp where moving jams spontaneously
occur is limited. Beginning at a high enough flow rate to the on-ramp
spatial homogeneous states of traffic flow which have been called ”ho-
mogeneous congested traffic” (HCT) [57] occur upstream of the on-ramp
where no moving jams spontaneously emerge (e.g., [54,57,58,59,60,22]).
(ii) Models where as well as in the models of item (i), beginning at some flow
rate to the on-ramp, moving jams spontaneously occur upstream of the
on-ramp. However, no HCT occurs in these models.
How does the traffic phase ”synchronized flow” and the traffic phase ”wide
moving jam” emerge in an initially free traffic flow at an isolated bottleneck
(i.e., the bottleneck is far away from other effective bottlenecks), e.g., at a
bottleneck due to an on-ramp? Empirical observations in [71,73] and discussed
above allow us to conclude that the following scenarios are responsible for the
phase transitions and for the pattern evolution in traffic flow at the on-ramp:
(1) Moving jams do not emerge in an initial free flow at the on-ramp when
the flow rate at the on-ramp is gradually increasing. Rather than moving
jams the phase transition from free flow to synchronized flow occurs at
the on-ramp.
(2) At a low enough flow rate to the on-ramp the vehicle speed in synchro-
nized flow which has occurred upstream of the on-ramp is relatively high.
Moving jams do not necessarily emerge in that synchronized flow. If the
flow rate to the on-ramp is high, then the vehicle speed in the synchro-
nized flow is low and moving jams, in particular wide moving jams, emerge
in that synchronized flow.
(3) The lower the average vehicle speed in synchronized flow upstream of the
on-ramp, the higher the frequency of the moving jam emergence in that
synchronized flow. This means that the moving jam emergence goes on
up to the highest possible values of the flow rate to the on-ramp: Traffic
states of high density and low vehicle speed, where moving jams do not
emerge, are not observed in synchronized flow upstream of the on-ramp.
The empirical results in item (1) and (2) are qualitatively in contradiction
with both model classes (i) and (ii) in the fundamental diagram approach.
In these models, at high enough initial flow rates on the main road upstream
of the on-ramp moving jams must emerge in an initial free flow if the flow
rate to the on-ramp beginning from zero is gradually increased [22]. The last
empirical result in item 3 means that on average the higher the vehicle density,
the lower the stability of traffic flow with respect to the moving jam emergence
in that flow. This result of observations which seems to be intuitively obvious
for each driver is in a qualitative contradiction with the models of class (i) in
the fundamental diagram approach where HCT, i.e., homogeneous congested
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traffic of high density and low vehicle speed must occur where moving jams
do not emerge [22].
The features of the theoretical diagram [57,58,61,22] given a high enough initial
flow rate on a highway upstream of the on-ramp may be illustrated with the
following simple theoretical scheme 1:
• A low flow rate to the on-ramp → different kinds of moving jams must
emerge.
• A high enough flow rate to the on-ramp → HCT where the density is high
and the speed is very low and no moving jams spontaneously emerge must
occur.
In contrast to this theoretical result [57,58,61,22], in empirical observations [73]
the following empirical scheme 2 is observed:
• A low flow rate to the on-ramp → synchronized flow where the density is
relatively low and the speed is relatively high occurs where moving jams do
not necessarily emerge.
• A high enough flow rate to the on-ramp→ moving jams must spontaneously
emerge in synchronized flow upstream of the on-ramp at any high flow rate
to the on-ramp.
Thus, these two schemas (the theoretical scheme 1 [57,58,61,22] and the em-
pirical scheme 2 [73]) are in contradiction with one another.
It should be noted that in models with the fundamental diagram for steady
states which should explain empirical spatial-temporal congested traffic pat-
terns beyond the instability of some of these steady states, fluctuations and
instabilities let the system evolve in time through a 2D region in the flow-
density plane as well. This 2D region is related to some ”dynamical” model
solutions. Examples of the 2D region in the flow-density plane for the ”dy-
namical” model states are the Nagel-Schreckenberg CA models (e.g., [64]),
the models by Tomer, Havlin and co-workers [68], Helbing, Treiber and co-
workers [67,70]. However, in these traffic flow models, steady model states
are related to a one-dimensional region in the flow-density plane, i.e., to the
fundamental diagram.
If, in accordance with the three-phase traffic theory, steady states of synchro-
nized flow form a 2D region in the flow-density plane, the model dynamics
is fundamentally different [82,83,84]. This leads also to qualitative differences
between the patterns of congested traffic obtained in the three-phase traffic
theory or in the fundamental diagram approach, respectively.
It must be noted that this critical consideration of the application of the
fundamental diagram approach for the description of congested traffic does
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not concern some important mathematical ideas which have been introduced
and developed in models and theories within the fundamental diagram ap-
proach with the aim to describe the traffic flow dynamics, for example the
ideas about the modelling of vehicle safety conditions, fluctuations, vehicle
acceleration and deceleration, different vehicle time delays and other impor-
tant effects. In particular, the related pioneer mathematical ideas have been
introduced in models and theories within the fundamental diagram approach
by Lighthill and Whitham [32], Richards [105], Prigogine [36], Gazis, Her-
man, Rothery, Montroll, Potts [34], Komentani and Sasaki [104], Newell [35],
Whitham [40], Bando, Sugiyama and colleagues [42], Payne [69], Gipps [66],
Wiedemann [17], Nagel and Schreckenberg and co-workers [37,38,39,47,64],
Takayasu and Takayasu [107], Krauß et al. [46], Mahnke, Ku¨hne et al. [52,103,91],
Helbing, Treiber and co-workers [51,61,70], Nishinari and Takahashi [106],
Fukui et al. [90,102], Havlin, Tomer and co-workers [63,68], Nagatani and
Nakanishi [109] and by many other groups (see references in the reviews by
Chowdhury et al. [21], Helbing [22], Nagatani [23], Nagel et al. [24], Wolf [108]).
These mathematical ideas are also very important elements of the three-phase
traffic theory [12,77,80] and of microscopic models within this theory [82,83].
The main feature of the three-phase traffic theory is that this theory rejects
the basic hypothesis about the fundamental diagram of earlier traffic flow the-
ories and models. The three-phase traffic theory introduces the new phase of
traffic flow, synchronized flow, whose steady states cover 2D region in the flow
density plane. This allows us to overcome the above problems of the funda-
mental diagram approach and to explain empirical spatial-temporal congested
pattern features [71,73].
4 Comparison of Hypotheses to Three-Phase Traffic Theory with
some Results of Fundamental Diagram Approach
4.1 Steady Speed States [75,12,77]
4.1.1 Explanation of Fundamental Hypothesis of The Three-Phase Traffic
Theory
The fundamental hypothesis of the three-phase traffic theory has already been
formulated in Sect. 1.2.2 [71,75,76,78,79,80,99,100]: Hypothetical spatially ho-
mogeneous and time-independent (stationary) states of synchronized flow, i.e.,
steady states of synchronized flow where vehicles move at the same distance
to one another with the same time-independent vehicle speed cover a 2D re-
gion in the flow-density plane (Fig. 1). These steady states are the same for
multi-lane and for one-lane roads. In other words, in the three-phase traffic
theory there is no fundamental diagram for steady states of synchronized flow.
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This is not excluded by the empirical fact mentioned above, that a given
vehicle density determines the average vehicle speed. Indeed, from empirical
observations it may be concluded that at the same distance between vehicles
(at the same density) there may be a continuum of different vehicle speeds
within some finite range in synchronized flow. Obviously the averaging of all
these vehicle speeds leads to one average value at the given density.
The 2D region of steady states of synchronized flow (Fig. 1) is also not ruled
out by car following experiments, where a driver has the task to follow a
specific leading car and not lose contact with it (e.g., [1]). In such a situation,
the gap between the cars will be biased towards the security gap depending
on the speed of the leading car. In synchronized flow the situation is different:
The gap between cars can be much larger than the security gap.
The hypothesis about steady states of synchronized flow which cover a 2D-
region in the flow-density plane makes the three-phase traffic theory [71,75,80]
almost incompatible with all classical traffic flow theories and present models
(see, e.g., [16,18,19,21,22,28,29,30,32,34,35,37,40,41,42,43,45,46,47,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,61,63,64,65])
which are based on the fundamental diagram approach.
This follows from the diagram of congested patterns at bottlenecks which has
recently been found by the author [73,99,112]. This diagram has been postu-
lated on very general grounds within the three-phase traffic theory [73,99] (see
Sect. 4.6.3) and demonstrated for a microscopic traffic model by Kerner and
Klenov [82]. In this model, the upper boundary of a 2D-region of steady states
of synchronized flow in the flow-density plane is related to the well-known de-
pendence of the safe speed on the gap between vehicles. The low boundary of
these steady states is related to the dependence of a synchronization distance
D on the speed. These characteristics of steady states of synchronized flow
have been used by Kerner, Klenov and Wolf for the formulation of KKW cel-
lular automata (CA) models to the three-phase traffic theory which may show
qualitatively the same diagram of congested patterns [83]. Recently Kerner
and Klenov developed a miscoscopic non-linear theory of spatial-temporal
congested patterns at highway bottlenecks [84]. This theory which is based
on the three-phase traffic theory allows us to explain and predict main empir-
ical features of congested traffic patterns [71,73].
Note that the three-phase traffic theory is a behavioral theory of traffic flow.
This means that the hypotheses of this theory are based on common behavioral
fundamental characteristics of drivers observed on highways. In particular, the
fundamental hypothesis of the three-phase traffic theory (Sect. 2) is linked to a
driver’s ability to recognize whether the distance to the vehicle ahead becomes
higher or lower over time [75]. If gaps between vehicles are not very high, this
driver’s ability is true even if the difference between vehicle speeds is negligible.
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It has been shown [73,82,83,84] that the main qualitative features of the con-
gested pattern emergence observed in empirical investigations [71,73] can be
shown in the three-phase traffic theory where all drivers have the same char-
acteristics and all vehicles have the same parameters. Obviously, in real traffic
there are differences in driver’s characteristics and in vehicle parameters (e.g.,
different desired speeds and different safe speeds, aggressive and timid driver’s
behavior, vehicles and long vehicles) which may change some spatial-temporal
congested pattern parameters and conditions of the pattern emergence. How-
ever, these differences in driver’s characteristics and in vehicle parameters
may first be neglected when fundamental congested traffic pattern features are
studied. This statement is confirmed in the microscopic theory of congested
traffic patterns [84] which is able to explain and to predict main fundamental
empirical congested pattern features.
4.1.2 Hypothesis about Stability of Steady States [12,75,77]
In 1959 Herman, Montroll, Potts and Rothery have introduced the concept
of a driver’s acceleration (deceleration) delay time in their car-following mi-
croscopic traffic flow model. They found an instability in some of the steady
states of traffic flow [33]. The existence of the delay times in the vehicle accel-
eration and deceleration has been confirmed in a lot of empirical observations
(e.g., [16]). To study traffic phenomena beyond the instability, in 1961 Gazis,
Herman and Rothery [34] and Newell [35] used the fundamental diagram for
steady model states (for the review see [24]). Later the driver’s delay time and
the fundamental diagram for steady model states have been used in a huge
number of other traffic flow models and theories where the linear instability
of steady states should occurs when the vehicle density exceeds some critical
vehicle density (see references in the reviews [21,22,23,24]).
In the three-phase traffic theory, the driver’s delay time plays a very impor-
tant role also, however a different hypothesis is suggested [75,80,71,77,12,81]:
Independent of the vehicle density in a steady state of synchronized flow in-
finitesimal perturbations of any traffic flow variables (e.g., the vehicle speed
and/or the gap) do not grow: In the whole possible density range steady states
of synchronized flow can exist. In other words, in the whole possible density
range (Fig. 1) there are no unstable steady states of synchronized flow with
respect to infinitesimal perturbations of any traffic flow variables.
To explain this hypothesis from the driver’s behavior, let us consider a small
enough fluctuation in the braking of a vehicle in an initial synchronized flow
steady state which is related to one of the steady states inside a 2D region in
the flow-density plane (dashed region in Fig. 1). This small braking may lead
to a transition from the initial synchronized flow state to another state with
a lower gap. This lower gap is equal to a gap in another state in a 2D region
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in the flow-density plane. Thus, an occurrence of this fluctuation may cause
a spatial-temporal transition to another state of synchronized flow. Therefore
drivers should not immediately react on this transition. For this reason even
after a time delay, which is due to a finite reaction time of drivers, the drivers
upstream should not brake stronger than drivers in front of them to avoid
an accident. As a result, a local perturbation of traffic variables (density or
vehicle speed) of small enough amplitude does not grow.
Already small amplitude fluctuations make real traffic flow always non-homogeneous
and non-stationary. Thus, as well as the theoretical fundamental diagram
for steady states it is only a hypothesis which cannot empirically be proven
(Sect. 1.1), it is also not possible to prove the fundamental hypothesis of the
three-phase traffic theory and the hypothesis about stability of steady states
based on a direct empirical measurement of traffic variables. As a proof of
the three-phase traffic theory mathematical results of this theory can be con-
sidered [82,83,84]. These results allow us to overcome the problems of the
fundamental diagram approach for the description of empirical features of the
phase transitions and spatial-temporal congested patterns.
4.2 Phase Transitions on Homogeneous (without Bottlenecks) Roads
4.2.1 The Line J and Hypothesis about Emergence of Moving Jams [71]
In contrast to the traffic flow theories in the fundamental diagram approach [21,22,23,24],
in the three-phase traffic theory, there is no critical density where traffic flow
should become unstable with respect to the moving jam emergence [71,80,75].
How is the moving jam emergence explained in the three-phase traffic theory?
To understand this, we consider first the process of the driver’s escaping from
a standstill inside a wide moving jam. This process determines the velocity of
the upstream motion of the downstream front of the wide moving jam. In this
process, each driver standing inside the wide moving jam can start to escape
from the jam after (i) the vehicle in front of the driver has already escaped
from the jam and (ii) the distance between these vehicles has exceeded some
”safety distance”. Thus, the driver begins to escape after a delay time in the
vehicle acceleration. The related mean delay time τ
(a)
del determines the average
time interval between two vehicles following one another escaping from the







where ρmax is the mean vehicle density inside the wide moving jam.
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We propose that all vehicles are the same and all drivers have the same char-
acteristics. Thus, we can suggest that the mean parameters ρmax and τ
(a)
del do
not depend on time. This means that the velocity of the downstream wide
moving jam front vg (1) is also independent of time: The propagation of the
downstream wide moving jam front is on average a stationary process. The
stationary motion of the downstream jam front can be presented in the flow-
density plane by the characteristic line J (Fig. 7 (a)) which is called the line
J [74]. The slope of the line J in the flow-density plane is equal to the ve-
locity of this downstream front vg. If free flow is formed in the wide moving
jam outflow, the flow rate in this jam outflow is qout, the density is ρmin and
the speed is vmax. As well as the velocity vg, the mean parameters of the jam
outflow qout, ρmin and vmax are characteristic parameters which do not depend
on initial conditions. The stationary propagation of the downstream front of
wide moving jams and the line J have been found in empirical studies of wide
moving jams [74,111].
The following hypothesis of the three-phase traffic theory is related to the wide
moving jam emergence in the 2D steady states of synchronized flow [80,71]:
All (an infinite number!) steady states of traffic flow which are related to
the line J in the flow-density plane are threshold states with respect to the
wide moving jam emergence.
This means that the line J separates all steady states of traffic flow into two
qualitatively different classes:
(1) In states which are related to points in the flow-density plane lying below
(see axes in Fig. 7 (a)) the line J no wide moving jams can either continue
to exist or be excited.
(2) States which are related to points in the flow-density plane lying on and
above the line J are metastable steady states with respect to the wide
moving jam emergence (the F→J transition) where the related nucleation
effect can be realized. In a metastable steady state, a growth of an initial
local perturbation can lead to the wide moving jam formation only if the
amplitude of this perturbation exceeds a critical amplitude. In contrast,
if the amplitude of the perturbation is lower than the critical amplitude
the initial perturbation does not lead to the wide moving jam formation.
In the latter case, a transition from one to another steady state in the 2D
region of steady states is however possible rather than the wide moving
jam formation.
This hypothesis has been confirmed by numerical simulations of the model by
Kerner and Klenov in the frame of the three-phase traffic theory (see Fig. 1
(f) in [82]).
To explain the hypothesis, note that wide moving jams cannot be formed in
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any steady states of traffic flow situated below the line J. Indeed, let the steady
state of flow directly upstream of a wide moving jam is related to a point k
in the flow-density plane which is below the line J (Fig. 8 (a, b)). Because the
velocity of the upstream front of the wide moving jam v(up)g equals the slope
of a line from k to the point [ρmax, 0], the related absolute value | v
(up)
g | is
always lower than that of the downstream front | vg | which is determined by
the slope of the line J :
| v(up)g |<| vg | . (2)
Therefore, the width of the wide moving jam is gradually decreasing. Oth-
erwise, let us consider the case when a steady flow which is upstream from
another wide moving jam is above the line J (see a point n in Fig. 8 (d)).
In this case, the velocity of the upstream front of the wide moving jam v(up)g
equals the slope of a line from n to the point [ρmax, 0], i.e., the related absolute
value | v(up)g | is always higher than that of the downstream front | vg |:
| v(up)g |>| vg | . (3)
Therefore, the width of the wide moving jam in Fig. 8 (d) should be gradually
increasing. For these reasons, wide moving jams can be formed in steady states
of traffic flow which lie on and above the line J.
Recall that the line J has first been introduced by Kerner and Konha¨user in
1994 [41] in their theory of wide moving jams. The Kerner-Konha¨user theory
of wide moving jams which has been derived within the fundamental diagram
approach has been further applied and developed for a number of different
traffic flow models [43,46,47,51,52,57,58,61,64,65,21,22,91]. In this theory [41],
the line J separates stable and metastable states of free flow with respect
to the wide moving jam emergence: States of free flow which are on and
above the line J (i.e., when the density and the flow rate in free flow are
either equal to or higher than the density ρmin and the flow rate qout in the
outflow from the wide moving jam when free flow is formed downstream of
the jam, respectively) are metastable states with respect to the wide moving
jam emergence (the F→J transition). The line J and the characteristic wide
moving jam parameters following from the theory [41] have indeed been found
in empirical observations [111].
However, in the fundamental diagram approach at the limit point of this
metastable region of free flow (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) (Fig. 7 (a)) free flow becomes un-
stable with respect to the moving jam emergence (the F→J-transition) [41,42,43,45,50,51,53,54,55,56,57,58,61,63,21,22,23,24,91]).
This common feature of all traffic flow models within the fundamental diagram
approach which claim to show moving jam emergence is in contradiction with
empirical observations: Moving jams do not spontaneously emerge in real free
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flow. In contrast, in the three-phase traffic theory at this limit point of free
flow the F→S transition occurs rather than the F→J transition [12,77]. This
is in accordance with empirical results [71,73] (see for more detail Sect. 4.2.5).
4.2.2 Hypothesis about Continuous Spatial-Temporal Transitions between Steady
States of Synchronized Flow on Homogeneous Roads [75]
If in a metastable steady state on and above the line J in the flow-density
plane a local perturbation occurs whose amplitude is lower than the critical
amplitude then this perturbation does not lead to the moving jam emergence.
However, the perturbation can nevertheless cause a local transition to another
state of synchronized flow rather than traffic flow returning to the initial steady
state. The same case can also occur for steady states below the line J , i.e.,
for steady states which are stable with respect to the moving jam emergence.
Thus, when a lot of different local perturbations appear in traffic flow, then
a very complex spatial-temporal transitions between states of synchronized
flow can occur. These synchronized flow states can be close to steady states.
This is the contents of the following hypothesis of the three-phase traffic the-
ory [75,80,71,77,12,81]:
Local random perturbations in synchronized flow can cause continuous spatial-
temporal transitions between different states of synchronized flow (a random
”walking” between different 2D states in the flow density plane).
Complex transformation between small amplitude spatial-temporal states which
are close to model steady states is observed in microscopic models [82,83] where
steady speed states of synchronized flow cover a 2D-region in the flow density
plane. Complex spatial-temporal states of synchronized flow have also been
observed by Fukui et al. in their cellular automata model [90].
Strictly speaking, already small amplitude random perturbations in synchro-
nized flow destroy steady states: Rather than steady states some complex
spatial-temporal states can appear. However, if the perturbation amplitude
is low enough these complex states can be very close to steady states. These
small amplitude spatial-temporal states should possess the features of steady
states discussed above and which will be consider in other hypotheses of the
three-phase traffic theory below.
4.2.3 Two Kinds of Nucleation Effects and Phase Transitions in Free Flow
How should the traffic phase ”synchronized flow” and the traffic phase ”wide
moving jam” emerge in an initial free traffic flow on a homogeneous multi-
lane road (curve F in Fig. 1 (a))? The following hypothesis of the three-phase
traffic theory answers these questions (Figs. 9 and 11) [77,12]:
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At the same density in free flow there may be two qualitatively different nu-
cleation effects and the related two qualitative different first order phase tran-
sitions in free flow:
(1) The nucleation effect which is responsible for the moving jam’s emergence
in free flow, i.e., for the phase transition from free flow to a wide moving
jam (the F→J transition).
(2) The nucleation effect which is responsible for the F→S transition.
The F→S transition is observed in real free flow: This transition is responsible
for the onset of congestion in free flow [73]. The onset of congestion is acom-
panied by the speed breakdown. This is called the breakdown phenomenon in
free flow (e.g., [8]). Thus, in the three-phase traffic theory, the well-known
breakdown phenomenon (the onset of congestion) is explained by the F→S
transition [80,12]. The empirical breakdown phenomenon, i.e., the F→S tran-
sition is accompanied by a hysteresis effect. The hysteresis effect is an attribute
of the first order phase transition.
Although the spontaneous F→J transition is not observed, nevertheless the
F→J transition can be induced in free flow. This is confirmed by two empirical
facts: (i) The induced F→J transition has been observed in [78]. (ii) Empirical
maximum flow rate in free flow q(free)max satisfies the condition:
q(free)max > qout. (4)
This means that there are states of free flow where the flow rate q > qout.
These states are metastable with respect to the wide moving jam emergence.
Thus, both phase transitions are confirmed by empirical data. These both
first order phase transitions are also found in a microscopic three-phase traffic
theory [82,83,84].
4.2.4 Priority of F→S Transition in Free Flow [12,77]
The following hypothesis answers the question whether the F→J transition or
the F→S transition is more probable in free flow at the same density:
At each given density in free flow the critical amplitude of a local perturbation
in the free flow which is needed for the F→S transition (the curve FS in Fig. 9
(b)) is considerably lower than the critical amplitude of a local perturbation
which is needed for the F→J-transition (the curve FJ in Fig. 9 (b)).
This hypothesis is confirmed by empirical observations: The onset of conges-
tion in real free flow is linked to the F→S transition rather than to the F→J
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transition [71,73]. This is also a result of a mathematical three-phase traffic
theory of the phase transitions in free flow (see Fig. 1 (b) in [82]).
Obviously, the higher the amplitude of a random local perturbation in a free
flow, the lower the mean probability (for a given time interval) of an occur-
rence of this perturbation. Thus, at each given density in free flow the mean
probability for a given time interval of an occurrence of the F→S-transition,
PFS (the curve FS in Fig. 9 (c)) should be considerably higher than the prob-
ability for the same time interval of the F→J-transition, PFJ (the curve FJ in
Fig. 9 (c)).
4.2.5 The Critical (Limit) Density in Free Flow [12,77]
The following hypothesis explains the existence of the critical (limit) point of
free flow (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) (Figs. 1 (a) and 9 (a)):
The existence of the critical (limit) point of free flow (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) is linked to
the F→S-transition rather than with the moving jam emergence. This hypoth-
esis is related to the empirical result that in each free flow state, if the onset
of congestion in this free flow occurs then this is linked to the F→S transi-
tion rather than to the F→J transition [71,73]. The following hypotheses also
result from this empirical fact:
At the limit point of free flow (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) the probability of the F→S tran-
sition, PFS reaches one and the critical amplitude of the local perturbation for
the F→S-transition reaches zero (the curves FS in Fig. 9 (b, c)).
At the limit point of free flow (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) the probability of the F→J transi-
tion is very low and consequently the critical amplitude of a local perturbation
which is needed for the F→J transition is a relatively high finite value (the
curves FJ in Fig. 9 (b, c)).
These hypotheses are also confirmed by a microscopic three-phase traffic the-
ory [82,83,84] where the limit point of free flow is linked to the F→S transition
rather than to the F→J transition.
In contrast to these results of the three-phase traffic theory and to results of
empirical observations [73], in the fundamental diagram approach the break-
down phenomenon as well as the limit point of free flow (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) are
explained by the moving jam emergence in free flow (see references in the
reviews [21,22,23,24]).
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4.3 Physics of Breakdown Phenomenon
4.3.1 Z-Shaped Speed-Density Characteristic
Because corresponding to the hypothesis discussed in Sects. 4.2.3-4.2.5 the
empirical onset of congestion (the breakdown phenomenon) in an initial free
flow is linked to the F→S transition, we consider here the physics of this phase
transition in more detail. To do this, let us designate the critical amplitude of
the critical local perturbation needed for the F→S transition as ∆v(FS)cr . For








initial is the speed in an initial free flow and v
(FS)
cr is the vehicle speed
inside the critical local perturbation. At the critical (limit) point of free flow
(ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ) the critical amplitude
∆v(FS)cr |ρ=ρ(free)max
= 0. (6)
This means that at the limit point of free flow the mean probability for the
F→S transition, PFS is equal to
PFS |ρ=ρ(free)max
= 1. (7)
This probability is defined as follows. We consider a large number of different
realizations, NFS, where the F→S transition in an initial free flow are studied.
Each of the realizations should be performed at the same flow rate of free
flow, other intial conditions, and during the same time interval Tob of the
observation of the spontaneous F→S transition on a chosen highway section
of the length Lob. Let us assume that in nFS of these NFS realizations the F→S
transition occurs. Then, the mean probability of this transition for the time






When the density in free flow decreases, the critical amplitude of the local per-
turbation for the F→S transition increases. There should be a threshold point
(ρth, qth) for the F→S transition. This threshold point is defined as follows.
Below the threshold point, i.e., at ρ < ρth (q < qth) the mean probability of
5 Strictly speaking the exact mean probability of the spontaneous F→S transition
is determined when NFS →∞.
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the F→S transition PFS = 0. If the density in free flow is gradually increased
then the threshold point is related to the highest density ρ = ρth of free flow
where this probability still satisfies the condition:
PFS |ρ=ρth= 0. (9)
In this threshold point, the critical amplitude of the local perturbation for the




This behavior of the critical amplitude of the local perturbation and of the
mean probability of the F→S transition PFS is shown by the curves FS in
Fig. 9 (b, c), respectively.
The curve F for states of free flow, the critical branch v(FS)cr (Fig. 10) which
determines the critical amplitude (5) of local perturbation for the F→S transi-
tion, and the 2D region for steady states of synchronized flow form together a
Z-shaped function of the speed of the density (Fig. 10 (b, c)). This hypothesis
about the Z-shaped traffic flow characteristic for the breakdown phenomenon
is confirmed in the microscopic three-phase traffic flow theory (see Fig. 2 (a)
in [84]).
4.3.2 Passing Probability
This Z-shaped speed-density relationship is qualitatively correlated with the
hypothesis about the mean probability of passing P on a multi-lane road
(Fig. 11). In the three-phase traffic theory, the following hypothesis is valid [12,77,81]:
The mean probability of passing, P , on a multi-lane road is a Z-shaped function
of the density (Fig. 11 (b)).
At a very low vehicle density in free flow vehicles can freely pass. Thus, the
probability of passing P in free flow should reach one at the density ρ→ 0 (the
curve PF in Fig. 11 (b)). To determine the probability of passing P , a large
number, NP, of different realizations (runs) for passing should be performed
at the same initial conditions and the same time interval for passing. In each
of these realizations, there should be a driver who moves with a speed higher
than the speed of the vehicle ahead. When approaching the vehicle ahead, the
driver should try to pass using a passing freeway lane. It can occur that in some
of the realizations the driver is able to pass, but in the other realization the
driver is not able to pass. The latter is because the passing lane was occupied
by other drivers. If the number of realizations where the driver was able to
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To explain the hypothesis about the Z-shaped form of the probability of pass-
ing, note that in accordance with the fundamental hypothesis of the three-
phase traffic theory steady states of synchronized flow overlap states of free




However, it is well-known that the mean probability of passing in congested
traffic (in our case, in one of the two traffic phases in congested traffic,
“synchronized flow“) P is considerably lower than in free flow. Thus, in free
flow the mean probability of passing, P (the curve PF in Fig. 11 (b)) should
be higher than that in synchronized flow (the curve PS). In the range of the
density (12), at the same given density there can be either a state of free flow
where P = PF is high or a steady state of synchronized flow where P = PS is
low. This leads to the Z-shaped function of the mean probability of passing in
the three-phase traffic theory.
The Z-form of the dependence of the mean probability of passing P of the
density as well as the related Z-shape of the speed-density relationship allows
us to explain the F→S-transition on a multi-lane (in one direction) freeway. If
the density in free flow is gradually increasing then a drop in the mean prob-
ability of passing P must occur when the density reaches the limit density for
free flow ρ(free)max (Fig. 11 (b)). As a result of this drop the mean probability
of passing P decreases sharply to low values of P which are related to syn-
chronized flow. Thus, at the limit density for free flow ρ(free)max the spontaneous
F→S-transition must occur.
The hypothesis about the Z-shaped mean probability of passing P as a func-
tion of the vehicle density can also be explained by the above empirical study
of the WSP where it has been shown that states of synchronized flow overlap
with states of free flow in the density (Figs. 5 and 6 (a); see also Fig. 2 in [77]).
This means that at the same density either a state of synchronized flow or a
state of free flow is possible. It is obvious that the mean probability of passing
is higher in free flow than in synchronized flow. Thus, the empirical fact that
states of free flow and synchronized flow overlap in the vehicle density (Figs. 5
and 6 (a)) means that the mean probability of passing should have a Z-shape.
Indeed, the lower the mean rate of passing, the lower the mean probability of
6 Strictly speaking the exact probability of passing is determined when NP →∞.
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passing P is. The mean rate of the passing should decrease when the vehicle
speed difference ∆v becomes lower.
However, it must be noted that this overlapping of states of free flow and states
of synchronized flow occurs in a narrow range of the density in the vicinity of
the limit density in free flow ρ(free)max , i.e., when the average speed of synchro-
nized flow is relatively high (see Fig. 2 in [77] and Sect. 2.2). Therefore, if in
some empirical data only synchronized flows of a relatively low vehicle speed
are observed then no overlapping of states of free and synchronized flows could
be found. As a result, some authors make a conclusion that there is no over-
lapping of states of free and synchronized flows, and as a result a dependence
of the mean probability of passing P as a function of the density should be a
monotonous decreasing one (e.g., [98]). However, to make the correct conclu-
sion about of whether an overlapping of states of free and synchronized flows
exists, a more precise empirical study is necessary (Sect. 2.2).
4.3.3 Competition between Over-Acceleration and Speed Adaptation
The first order F→S transition may be explained by a competition between
two contradicting tendencies inside a local perturbation in an initial free flow:
(i) A tendency to the initial free flow due to an “over-acceleration“.
(ii) A tendency to a synchronized flow due to the vehicle speed adaptation
to the speed of the vehicle ahead.
This hypothesis is confirmed by the microscopic three-phase traffic theory [84].
The vehicle “over-acceleration“ can occur due to passing: For passing the
vehicle has usually to increase its speed. The tendency to synchronized flow
can occur due to the need in the adaptation of the vehicle speed to the speed
of the leading vehicle when passing is not possible or is difficult.
The “over-acceleration“ is stronger at a higher vehicle speed, exactly lower
density. In this case, an initial local perturbation in free flow decays (up-
arrow in Fig. 10 (c)). The over-acceleration is also responsible for the phase
transition from synchronized flow to free flow (the S→F transition).
In contrast, the tendency to the speed adaptation is stronger at a lower speed,
i.e., at a higher density. This causes a decrease in the average vehicle speed in-
side the initial perturbation (down-arrow in Fig. 10 (c)) and a self-maintenance
of the emerging synchronized flow.
The curve PS in Fig. 11 (b) is related to some simplifications: These curves are
an averaging of all different synchronized flow speeds at a given density to one
average speed. If we consider all these different steady state synchronized flow
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speeds (as it has been made in Fig. 10 (b, c)) we naturally come to Fig. 11
(c) for the mean probability of passing which reflects the 2D region of steady
states of synchronized flow.
4.4 Why Moving Jams do not Emerge in Free Flow
In the three-phase traffic theory, wide moving jams do not spontaneously
emerge in free flow (Sect. 4.2.3). This hypothesis is related to results of em-
pirical observations [71,78] and it is also confirmed in the mathematical three-
phase traffic theory [82,83,84].
To explain this hypothesis of the three-phase traffic theory, we present the
line J in the flow-density plane together with states of free flow and steady
states of synchronized flow as is now shown in Fig. 12 (a). The line J in
the flow-density plane (Fig. 12 (a)) is related to a parabolic function in the
speed-density plane (curve J in Fig. 12 (b)).
We suggest that besides the critical point of the F→S transition, (ρ(free)max , q
(free)
max ),





where the critical amplitude of the critical perturbation which is needed for
the F→J transition is zero (Fig. 12 (b)). However, the density in free flow
which is related to this critical density ρ
(free)
max, FJ is much higher than the crit-
ical density ρ(free)max where the F→S transition must occur. This hypothesis is
confirmed by the microscopic three-phase traffic theory [82,84].
The density of free flow ρ(free), which is related to these hypothetical free
flow states ρ(free)max < ρ
(free) ≤ ρ
(free)
max, FJ, can not be reached in reality (states
F ′, Fig. 12 (b)). This is because at the density ρ(free) = ρ(free)max synchronized
flow must occur. There should be a critical branch v(FJ)cr in the speed-density
plane (Fig. 12 (b)). The critical branch v(FJ)cr gives the speed inside the critical
perturbation, i.e., it determines the critical amplitude of the critical local
perturbation ∆v(FJ)cr for the F→J transition: ∆v
(FJ)
cr = v
(free) − v(FJ)cr . Here
v(free) is the speed in free flow.
At the critical density ρ
(free)
max, FJ the critical amplitude of the critical pertur-
bation for the F→J transition is zero: ∆v(FJ)cr = 0. Thus, at the density
ρ(free) = ρ
(free)
max, FJ the branch v
(FJ)
cr should merge with the branch of states of free
flow F ′. At lower density, ρ(free) < ρ
(free)
max, FJ, the critical amplitude of the criti-
cal perturbation for the F→J transition should increase with the decrease in
density. At the threshold point of free flow for the F→J transition, (ρmin, qout),
the critical local perturbation with the highest amplitude is needed where the
speed is equal to the speed inside a wide moving jam vmin = 0 (Fig. 12 (b)).
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Therefore, we see that the critical amplitude of the local perturbation which
is needed for the moving jam emergence in an initial free flow ∆v(FJ)cr at each
density in free flow is higher than the critical amplitude of the local perturba-
tion which is needed for the synchronized emergence in free flow ∆v(FS)cr (5).
This theoretical conclusion may explain why the spontaneous emergence of
moving jams is not observed in free flow [71,73].
4.5 Explanation of F→S→J Transitions:
Double Z-Shaped Traffic Flow Characteristics
Let us first show that the S→J-transition considered in Sect. 4.2.1 is related to
a Z-shaped function in the speed-density plane (Fig. 13 (a)). To explain this
hypothesis, we consider the speeds v(1)syn and v
(2)
syn from Fig. 7. The threshold
densities ρ
(syn)
min 1 and ρ
(syn)
min 2 for the S→J-transition (Fig. 7) correspond to the
intersection points between the horizontal line of the speeds v(1)syn and v
(2)
syn with
the curve J in the speed-density plane (Fig. 13 (a)). Because there is an infinite
number of different speeds in synchronized flow, there is also an infinite number
of threshold densities for these different synchronized flow speeds. There is also
an infinite number of the related critical branches v(SJ)cr each of then gives the
speed inside the critical local perturbation for S→J-transition (only two of
them, v
(SJ)
cr, 1 and v
(SJ)





respectively). The critical amplitude of the critical perturbation in the speed
for the S→J transition is equal to ∆v(SJ)cr = vsyn − v
(SJ)
cr , where vsyn is one of
the infinite possible synchronized flow speeds.
At the threshold density the critical branch v(SJ)cr should merge with the speed





min 2, 0) in Fig. 13 (a)), i.e., ∆v
(SJ)
cr = vsyn. At critical points for the
S→J transition where the critical amplitude ∆v(SJ)cr = 0 the critical branch
v(SJ)cr merges with a horizontal line in the speed-density plane. This horizon-
tal line is related to a given synchronized flow speed vsyn (e.g., the horizontal
lines are related to the speeds v
(SJ)
cr, 1 and v
(SJ)
cr, 2 in Fig. 13 (a) for the critical
branches v
(SJ)
cr, 1 and v
(SJ)
cr, 2, respectively). The synchronized flow states (dashed
region in Fig. 13 (a)), the critical branch v(SJ)cr , and the line vmin = 0 for the
speed inside a wide moving jam give together a Z-shaped characteristic for
the S→J transition (Fig. 13 (a)). This Z-characteristic is indeed found in the
microscopic three-phase traffic theory [84].
If now we add the critical branch for the F→S transition v(FS)cr which has
been considered in Sect. 4.3.1 to Fig. 13 (a), we come to a double Z-shaped
characteristic of the speed on the density (Fig. 13 (b)). This explains the
empirical result [71] that moving jam spontaneously emerge due to a sequence
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(cascade) of two phase transitions, first the F→S transition, and later the
S→J transition (the F→S→J-transitions). The double Z-shaped characteristic
consists of states of free flow F , the critical branch v(FS)cr which gives the speed
inside the critical perturbation for the F→S transition, the two-dimensional
region of steady states of synchronized flow, the infinite number of critical
branches v(SJ)cr which give the speeds inside the critical perturbations for the
S→J transition for each of the synchronized flow speeds, and the line vmin = 0
which gives the speed inside wide moving jams. The double Z-characteristic
is also confirmed in the microscopic three-phase traffic theory [84].
4.6 Phase Transitions and Patterns at Highway Bottlenecks
4.6.1 Deterministic Perturbation and Local Breakdown at Bottlenecks
Both the phase transitions and spatial-temporal patterns which occur at high-
way bottlenecks possess important peculiarities in comparison with a homoge-
neous (without bottlenecks) road considered above. In particular, the following
hypothesis is related to this case [76]:
The probability of the F→S-transition, PFS (for a highway section length and
for a time interval) depends on the highway location. This probability has a
maximum at the bottleneck (see Fig. 1 (b) in [76]). Note that the road location
where this maximum is reached is called the effective location of the bottleneck
(or the effective bottleneck for short).
This hypothesis is related to the empirical result that the onset of conges-
tion (the F→S-transition) is usually observed at bottlenecks. This can also
be explained from driver’s behavior. Let us consider a road where only one
bottleneck exists. Upstream and downstream of the bottleneck the road has
the same characteristics and it is homogeneous. A feature of the bottleneck
is that in the vicinity of the bottleneck each driver should slow down, i.e.,
decrease the speed. Thus, a deterministic local perturbation in the average
speed appears at the bottleneck. This perturbation is motionless and perma-
nent because it is localized at the highway bottleneck: The bottleneck forces
all drivers permanently to slow down at approximately the same road location.
The deterministic perturbation is motionless. Thus, the whole flow rate across
the road (when taking into account all possible on- and off-ramps) does not
depend on the highway location, i.e., this whole flow rate remains the same
inside the perturbation at the bottleneck and downstream of the bottleneck.
Because inside the deterministic perturbation in free flow the speed is lower
than the speed away from the bottleneck but the flow rate does not change,
the density must be higher inside the perturbation. This explains why the
probability of the F→S transition as a function of freeway location should have
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a maximum at the bottleneck. This hypothesis is also confirmed by results of
numerical simulations made in [84].
Further we consider a bottleneck due to an on-ramp where the flow rate to
the on-ramp is qon and the flow rate on the main road downstream of the
on-ramp is qon. Consequently, if free flow is at the bottleneck then the flow
rate downstream of the bottleneck is equal to
qsum = qin + qon. (13)
The higher the density in free flow, the higher the amplitude of the local deter-
ministic perturbation. The growth of this deterministic perturbation should
have a limit: There should be some critical amplitude of the deterministic per-
turbation in the speed. When this critical deterministic perturbation at the
on-ramp is achieved the deterministic local speed breakdown (the F→S tran-
sition) spontaneously occurs: The speed decreases and the density increases
avalanche-like at the location of the initial deterministic perturbation. This
hypothesis is also confirmed by results of numerical simulations [84]. This de-
terministic F→S transition is realized even if no random perturbations (fluc-
tuations) would be in free traffic flow (the deterministic F→S transition is
symbolically marked by dotted arrows Kdeterm → Mdeterm in Fig. 14 (a, b)).
This phase transition together with the return S→F transition (arrow N → P
in Fig. 14 (a, b)) may explain the well-known hysteresis in traffic at bottle-
necks.
It must be stressed that the deterministic F→S transition occurs at a lower
flow rate qsum = q
(B)
cr, FS downstream of the on-ramp than the critical traffic
variables on a homogeneous road:
q
(B)




cr, FS < ρ
(free)
max ). (14)
These formulae may explain the empirical result that the breakdown phe-
nomenon (the F→S transition) is most frequently observed at freeway bottle-
necks.
4.6.2 Double Z-Characteristics at Bottlenecks
Real random perturbations in free flow in the bottleneck vicinity can lead to
the occurrence of the spontaneous F→S transition even if the critical point of









This spontaneous F→S transition is symbolically marked by dotted arrows
K ′ → M ′ in Fig. 14 (a). Thus, as well as in the case of a hypothetical homo-
geneous road (Sect. 4.3.1) we come to a Z-shape characteristic of the speed
on the density for the onset of congestion, i.e., for the F→S transition at a
bottleneck due to the on-ramp (Fig. 14 (b)). In this case, however, the den-
sity at the bottleneck is a function of two flow rates qon and qin. Thus, it is
more convenient to use another Z-characteristic which is related to the depen-
dence of the speed at the bottleneck on the flow rate to the on-ramp qon at a
given flow rate qin (Fig. 14 (c)). In this Z-characteristic, the branch v
(B)
free gives
the speed inside the deterministic perturbation in free flow at the bottleneck
whereas the branch v
(B)









These Z-characteristics at the on-ramp are confirmed in numerical simula-
tions [84].
It is well-known that the breakdown phenomenon at the bottleneck possesses
a probabilistic nature [9,11]. This also follows from the Z-characteristic for the
F→S transition (the breakdown phenomenon) at the bottleneck. Indeed, at
the critical point qsum = q
(B)
cr, FS (Fig. 14 (a)) the critical amplitude of the local
perturbation needed for the F→S transition is zero. Thus, the probability of
the F→S transition at the bottleneck, P
(B)
FS = 1. P
(B)
FS is defined similar to
the probability PFS (8). However, rather than a highway section of length Lob
which has been considered for the definition of PFS on the homogeneous road,
P
(B)
FS is the mean probability of the F→S transition for a given time interval Tob
on the main road in the bottleneck vicinity. Because, the critical amplitude
of the local perturbation ∆v
(B)
cr, S (16) increases when the flow rate qon and
consequently the flow rate qsum (13) decrease (Fig. 14 (c)), the probability
P
(B)
FS should decrease. Such dependence of the mean probability of the F→S
transition of the flow rate is observed in empirical observations [11].
After the F→S transition at a bottleneck has occurred, synchronized flow
appears at the bottleneck. The upstream front of this synchronized flow prop-
agates upstream, i.e., the region of synchronized flow is widening. If the speed
in the synchronized flow becomes low enough, moving jams can emerge in this
synchronized flow. The moving jam emergence occurs away from the bottle-
neck and it is independent of the reason of the synchronized flow occurrence.
This hypothesis is confirmed by empirical results [73]. The S→J transition
in this synchronized flow should also possess the same Z-characteristic which
has been considered for the homogeneous road in Sect. 4.5 (Fig. 13 (a)). This
hypothesis is also confirmed by numerical simulations [84].
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This consideration allows us also to expect relatively complex double Z-shaped
traffic flow characteristics at the bottleneck (Fig. 15 (a)). On this summarized
figure critical branches for the F→S transition and the S→J transition are
shown (see the caption to Fig. 15). If we simplify this figure by an averaging
of all different states of synchronized flow to the one speed at a given flow rate
qon we can find much more simple double Z-shaped traffic flow characteristics
at the bottleneck (Fig. 15 (b)).
The hypothesis about the double Z-characteristics at the bottleneck explains
the empirical F→S→J transitions [73]. This hypothesis is also confirmed by
numerical simulations in the frame of the three-phase traffic theory [84]. In
contrast, no traffic flow theories and models in the fundamental diagram ap-
proach [21,22,23,24] can show the empirical F→S→J transitions and the the-
oretical double Z-characteristics for traffic flow.
4.6.3 Diagram of Congested Patterns
The qualitative difference of traffic flow theories and models in the funda-
mental diagram approach [21,22,23,24] and of the three-phase traffic theory
[12,71,75,77,81] can essentially clear be seen if the diagrams of congested pat-
terns at highway bottlenecks which should occur in these different approaches
are compared [73,82,83,84].
Recall that in the diagram of congested patterns at the on-ramp in the funda-
mental diagram approach which has first been found by Helbing et al. in [57]
diverse congested patterns are possible depending on the initial flow rate qin
on a highway upstream of the bottleneck and on the flow rate to the on-ramp
qon.
The diagram of the congested patterns at on-ramps within the three-phase
traffic theory has first been postulated by the author [73,99] based on qualita-
tive considerations and then derived by Kerner and Klenov based on their mi-
croscopic traffic flow model [82]. It has already been shown in [82,83] that this
diagram is totally qualitatively different from the diagram of congested pat-
terns at on-ramps in the fundamental diagram approach [57,58,61,22,23,24].
In particular, in contrast to the fundamental diagram approach [22,23], in the
diagram of congested patterns within the three-phase traffic theory [73,82,99,112]
at a high enough flow rate to the on-ramp moving jams always spontaneously
emerge in synchronized flow upstream of the bottleneck rather than HCT. At
a low enough flow rate to the on-ramp rather than moving jams synchronized
flow of higher vehicle speed can occur without an occurrence of moving jams.
These theoretical results are in agreement with the related results of empirical
observations [73] (see the empirical scheme 2 and the related discussion in
Sect. 3).
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A qualitative derivation of the diagram of congested patterns at on-ramps has
already been made in [73,99]. Here a brief consideration of this diagram which
is necessary for further consideration will be made.





J [73,82,99]. Below and left of the boundary
F
(B)





different SPs occur. Right of the boundary S
(B)
J wide moving jams sponta-
neously emerge in synchronized flow upstream of the bottleneck, i.e., a GP
occur [73,82,99].
To explain the boundary F
(B)
S , let us first consider the following hypothesis:
Let us assume that the flow rate qin is high enough but the flow rate qon is
extremely small, i.e.,
qon → 0 but qon 6= 0. (17)
Under the condition (17) the critical flow rate q
(free B)
max, lim for the F→S transi-
tion at the bottleneck is lower than the critical flow rate q(free)max for the F→S
transition on the homogeneous road:
q
(free B)
max, lim < q
(free)
max . (18)
Under the condition (17), the influence of qon on the flow rate qsum (13) can
be neglected: qsum = qin. In the case (17), time intervals between single ve-
hicles squeezing onto the main road from the on-ramp can be large enough.
During these time intervals the main road can be considered as the homoge-
neous one, because it is non-disturbed by the on-ramp. However, when single
vehicles squeeze onto the main road, they cause time-limited additional ran-
dom disturbances in free flow on the main road in the on-ramp vicinity. These
additional random perturbations can obviously cause the F→S transition at
the on-ramp at a lower flow rate qin than would be the case at qon = 0, i.e., on
the homogeneous road. This explains the hypothesis (18) which is confirmed
by numerical simulations [84].
The boundary F
(B)
S can be found from the following qualitative consideration.
The critical amplitude of the critical local perturbation for the F→S transition
at the bottleneck tends to zero if the flow rate approaches a critical point of
free flow. In the case of the bottleneck due to the on-ramp, there are an infinite
number of these critical points of free flow. These critical points are related
to an infinite number of the critical flow rates downstream of the bottleneck
qsum = qsum(qon, qin) |F (B)S
which correspond to the boundary F
(B)
S in the
diagram of congested patterns. At qon → 0 (17) the critical flow rate qsum |F (B)S
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in the related critical point of free flow is equal to qin = q
(free B)
max, lim. Thus, the
F→S transition at the on-ramp must occur in this critical point. The higher
qon, the higher the amplitude of the deterministic local perturbation caused by
the on-ramp. Therefore, the higher qon, the lower the flow rate in free flow on
the main road upstream of the bottleneck qin should be (in comparison with
qin = q
(free B)
max, lim) at which the F→S-transition at the on-ramp must occur. This
explains the form of the boundary F
(B)
S for the spontaneous F→S-transition
at the bottleneck in Fig. 16 (a).
The boundary S
(B)
J is determined by the wide moving jam emergence in syn-
chronized flow (i.e., the S→J transition) upstream of the on-ramp. On the one




J the vehicle speed in a SP should
decrease when qon increases. On the other hand, the lower the vehicle speed
in synchronized flow, the more probability of the wide moving jam emergence
in this synchronized flow. Thus, in comparison with F
(B)
S , the boundary S
(B)
J
should be shifted to the right in the flow-flow plane (Fig. 16 (a)).




J , the higher qin is, the higher the prob-
ability that the flow rate in synchronized flow in the SP is lower than qin
and the length of the SP is continuously increasing over time: At higher qin
a widening SP (WSP) and at lower qin a localized SP (LSP) occurs (Fig. 16
(a)). The flow rate inside a WSP is lower than qin. Therefore, the upstream
WSP front (boundary), which separates free flow upstream and synchronized
flow downstream, is continuously widening upstream. The mean flow rate in-
side the LSP is equal to qin. For this reason, the upstream LSP front is not
continuously widening upstream: The width of the LSP is spatially limited.
However, this LSP width can show oscillations over time [82,83].
Right of the boundary F
(B)
S and left of the line M one or a sequence of moving
SPs (MSP) emerge upstream of the on-ramp (the region marked ”MSP” in
Fig. 16 (a)). In contrast to a wide moving jam, inside a MSP both the vehicle
speed (40-70 km/h) and the flow rate are high. Besides, the velocity of the
downstream front of a MSP is not a characteristic parameter. This velocity
can change in a wide range in the process of the MSP propagation or for
different MSP’s. In some cases it has been found that after the MSP is far
away from the on-ramp, the pinch effect (the self-compression of synchronized
flow) occurs inside the MSP and a wide moving jam can be formed there [82].
Right of the boundary S
(B)
J and left of the line G the dissolving general pattern
or DGP for short occurs (the region marked ”DGP” in Fig. 16 (a)). In the
DGP, after a wide moving jam in synchronized flow of the congested pattern
has been formed, the forming GP dissolves over time. As a result of this GP
dissolving process, the GP transforms into one of the SP, or free flow occurs
at the bottleneck [82,83].
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The following empirical results confirm the diagram of congested patterns in
the three-phase traffic flow theory (Fig. 16 (a)):
(i) All types of SPs and GPs are found in empirical observations (see [73] and
Sect. 2.2).
(ii) In the diagram (Fig. 16 (a)), GP exists in the most part of the flow rates
qon and qin where congestion occurs. This is related to the emprirical result
that GP is the most frequent type of congested patterns at isolated highway
bottlenecks [73].
(iii) Corresponding to the diagram, in empirical investigations GP transforms
into a SP when the flow rate qon decreases [73].
(iv) Corresponding to the diagram, in empirical investigations GP does not
transform into another type of congested pattern when the flow rate qon in-
creases [73].
The hypothesis about the diagram of congested patterns [73] is also con-
firmed by the diagrams found in the microscopic three-phase traffic flow the-
ories [82,83,84].
In contrast to this, it has been shown in the empirical study [73] that no se-
quences of the congested pattern transformation and no theoretical congested
states which have been predicted in the pattern diagram in the fundamental
diagram approach [57,61,22,23] have been observed at isolated bottlenecks.
5 Probabilistic Theory of Highway Capacity
The determination of highway capacity is one of the most important applica-
tions of any traffic theory. Empirical observations show that the speed break-
down at a bottleneck (the breakdown phenomenon) is in general accompanied
by a drop in highway capacity (see e.g., [8,7]). Here we give a qualitative
theory of highway capacity and of the capacity drop which follows from the
three-phase traffic theory.
However, firstly recall, how the breakdown phenomenon looks like in the fun-
damental diagram approach. From a numerical analysis of a macroscopic traffic
flow model within the fundamental diagram approach Kerner and Konha¨user
found in 1994 [41] that free flow is metastable with respect to the formation of
wide moving jams (F→J transition), if the flow rate is equal to or higher than
the outflow from a jam, qout. The critical amplitude of a local perturbation
in an initial homogeneous free flow, which is needed for the F→J transition,
decreases with increasing density: It is maximum at the threshold density
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ρ = ρmin, below which free flow is stable. The critical amplitude becomes zero
at some critical density ρ = ρcr > ρmin, above which free flow is linearly unsta-
ble. Obviously the higher the amplitude of a random local perturbation the
less frequent it is. Hence, the likelihood that the F→J transition occurs in a
given time interval should increase with density (or flow rate). The probability
should tend to one at the critical density ρcr.
In 1997 Mahnke et al [103,52] developed a master equation approach for cal-
culating the probability of the F→J transition on a homogeneous road (i.e.
without bottleneck). Based on this approach Ku¨hne et al [91] confirmed that
the probability of the F→J transition in the metastable region is increas-
ing with the flow rate in free flow. They applied this result to explain the
breakdown phenomenon at a highway bottleneck. For a recent comprehensive
discussion of the breakdown phenomenon in CA-models and in the Krauß et
al. model in the fundamental diagram approach see also [92]. The theories
in [41,22,103,52,91,92] belong to the fundamental diagram approach.
In contrast to these results, in the three-phase traffic theory [12,77,81] it is
postulated that metastable states of free flow decay into synchronized flow
(F→S transition) rather than wide moving jams (F→J transition). In par-
ticular, even the upper limit of free flow (q
(free B)
max, lim in Fig. 16) is related to
the F→S transition: In this limit point the probability of the F→S transition
should be equal to one whereas the probability of the emergence of a moving
jam (F→J transition) should be very small (Fig. 9 (c), curve FJ). Thus, in
this theory the breakdown phenomenon in free traffic is related to the F→S
transition rather than to an emergence of moving jams.
Highway capacity depends on whether a homogeneous road (without bottle-
necks) or a highway bottleneck is considered.
5.1 Homogeneous Road
On a homogeneous (without bottlenecks) multi-lane road, highway capacity
depends on which traffic phase the traffic is in [71]: (i) The maximum high-
way capacity in the traffic phase ”free flow” is equal to the maximum possible
flow rate in free flow, q(free)max . (ii) The maximum highway capacity in the traf-
fic phase ”synchronized flow” is equal to the maximum possible flow rate in
synchronized flow, q(syn)max . (iii) The maximum highway capacity downstream of
the traffic phase ”wide moving jam” is equal to the flow rate in the wide mov-
ing jam outflow, qout. Because of the first order phase transitions between the
traffic phases each of these maximum highway capacities has a probabilistic
nature.
In particular, the probabilistic nature of the highway capacity in the traffic
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phase ”free flow” means the following [12]:
(1) At the flow rate q = q(free)max the probability of the spontaneous F→S transi-
tion for a given time interval Tob and for a given highway section length Lob,
PFS = 1 (7). In other words, the maximum capacity q = q
(free)
max depends on Tob
(at least in some range of Tob).
(2) There is the threshold flow rate qth for the F→S transition. The threshold
flow rate is lower than q = q(free)max (Fig. 9 (a)). At the threshold flow rate the
probability of the F→S transition PFS = 0 |q=qth (9).
(3) If the flow rate in free flow q is within the range [qth, q
(free)
max ] then the higher
the flow rate q, the higher the probability the F→S transition PFS is. Thus,
the attribute of this probabilistic highway capacity is the probability 1 − PFS
that free flow remains on a road section of the length Lob during the time
interval Tob of the observation of this capacity in free flow.
The hypotheses of the three-phase traffic theory are confimed by empirical
findings of characteristics of the wide moving jam outflow (e.g., [74,111]) and
by numerical results of a microscopic three-phase traffic flow theory [82,83,84].
However, if a bottleneck exist on the road, then a much more complicated
non-linear phenomena determine highway capacity.
5.2 Highway Capacity in Free Flow at Bottleneck
In the three-phase traffic theory, the breakdown phenomenon at a highway
bottleneck is explained by the F→S transition at the bottleneck [76]. Due to
the bottleneck the road is spatially non-homogeneous, i.e., highway capacity
can depend on a highway location [14,15]. We will consider highway capacity
in free flow which is related to the effective location of the bottleneck due to
the on-ramp, i.e., the location where the probability of the F→S transition for
a time interval as function of a highway location has a maximum (see Fig. 1
(b) in [76]).
The F→S transition occurs at the bottleneck during a given time interval Tob
if the flow rate qin and the flow rate qon are related to the boundary F
(B)
S
in the diagram of congested patterns (Fig. 16 (a)). Thus, there is an infinite
multitude of maximum freeway capacities of free flow at the bottleneck which
are given by the points on the boundary F
(B)
S . We designate these capacities
q(free B)max :
q(free B)max = qsum |F(B)S
, (19)
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where qsum (13) is the flow rate downstream of the bottleneck.
The capacities q(free B)max (19) depend on the flow rate on the main road upstream
of the on-ramp qin and the flow rate to the on-ramp qon, exactly on the values
qin and qon at the boundary F
(B)
S in the diagram of congested patterns at the
on-ramp (Fig. 16 (a)). The capacities (19) are the maximum capacities related
to the time interval Tob. This means that the probability of the F→S transition
at the bottleneck P
(B)
FS for the time interval Tob reaches one at the boundary
F
(B)
S in the diagram of congested patterns, i.e., corresponding to the formula





FS = 1 |qsum=q(free B)max
. (20)
For traffic demand (values qon and qin) which is related to points in some
vicinity left of the boundary F
(B)
S in the diagram of congested patterns, i.e., in
the free flow region of the diagram the F→S transition nevertheless occurs at
the bottleneck during the time interval Tob with a probability P
(B)
FS < 1. The
lower this probability P
(B)
FS is, the more the distant a point (qon, qin) in the
diagram of congested patterns is from the boundary F
(B)
S (Fig. 16 (a)).
The region in the diagram of congested patterns where this probabilistic effect
occurs is restricted by a threshold boundary F
(B)
th which is left of the bound-
ary F
(B)
S (Fig. 17 (b))
7 : This threshold boundary is related to the infinite
multitude of threshold flow rates q
(B)
th (qon, qin). Each of these threshold points
is determined as has been described in Sect. 4.3.1. This means that at the
threshold boundary F
(B)
th the critical amplitude of the local perturbation for
the F→S transition reaches a maximum and the probability P
(B)




FS = 0 |qsum=q(B)th
. (21)
which is analogous to the formula (9). This formula is also valid below the
threshold, i.e., left of this threshold boundary in the diagram of congested
patterns F
(B)
th we have P
(B)
FS = 0 |qsum<q(B)th
.
There can be a number of different dependencies of the maximum freeway
capacity in free flow at the bottleneck q(free B)max on qon (e.g., curves 1, 2, 3 in
Fig. 16 (b)). In particular, it can be expected that the higher the flow rate to
the on-ramp qon, the lower the maximum freeway capacity in free flow at the
7 Amore detail consideration of stable and metastable free flow states and of regions
of metastability of different congested patterns in the diagram of the patterns has
recently been made in [84].
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bottleneck q(free B)max . In this case, the maximum freeway capacity q
(free B)
max is a
decreasing function of qon (curve 2 in Fig. 16 (b)). A decrease of the maximum
freeway capacity q(free B)max at the on-ramp when the flow rate qon increases can
have saturation at a high enough flow rate to the on-ramp qon (Fig. 16 (b),
dotted curve 3). In this case, the maximum freeway capacity q(free B)max does not
reduce below some saturation value q
(free B)
max, sat even at a very high qon.
The highest is the capacity of free flow at qon = 0. This case is obviously
related to the maximum capacity on a homogeneous (without bottlenecks)
road (Fig. 9 (a)):
q(free B)max |qon=0= q
(free)
max . (22)
However, at a very small flow rate qon, exactly at the limit case (17) we have
q(free B)max |qon→0= q
(free B)
max, lim < q
(free)
max at qon 6= 0. (23)
The condition (23) is linked to the effect of random perturbations which occur
at the on-ramp due to the single vehicles squeezing onto the main road from
the on-ramp as has already been explained in Sect. 4.6.3. For this reason in
Fig. 16 (b) rather than the flow rate q(free)max the flow rate q
(free B)
max, lim is shown as
the maximum freeway capacity at the bottleneck at the limit case qon → 0.
Corresponding to (20) and (21), if the flow rate qsum (13) at the effective




max, lim] then at a given




These hypotheses of the three-phase traffic theory are confirmed by empirical
findings where the probabilistic nature of freeway capacity has been studied
(e.g., [9,11]) and by numerical results [83,84]. This theory is confirmed by
numerical simulations [82,83].
5.3 Highway Capacity in Congested Traffic at Bottleneck. Capacity Drop
In order to study the highway capacity downstream of the congested bottle-
neck one has to consider the outflow from a congested bottleneck q
(bottle)
out (the
discharge flow rate), which is measured downstream of the bottleneck, where
free flow conditions are reached.
In the three-phase traffic theory, the discharge flow rate q
(bottle)
out is not just a
characteristic property of the type of bottleneck under consideration only. It
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also depends on the type of congested pattern which actually is formed up-
stream of the bottleneck [76]. Thus, in the three-phase traffic theory, highway
capacity in free flow downstream of the congested bottleneck depends on the
type of congested pattern upstream of the bottleneck, the pattern character-
istics and on parameters of the bottleneck. We call this highway capacity a
congested pattern capacity.
In the case of an on-ramp, q
(bottle)
out is expected to vary with (qon, qin). Obviously,
q
(bottle)
out only limits the freeway capacity, if it is smaller than the traffic demand
upstream of the on-ramp, qsum = qin + qon, i.e. if the condition
q
(bottle)
out (qon, qin) < qsum (24)
is fulfilled. Note that in (24) in contrast to the discharge flow rate q
(bottle)
out , the
flow rate qsum is related to free flow conditions at the bottleneck, i.e., when no
congested pattern exists upstream of the bottleneck. Under the condition (24),
the congested pattern upstream from the on-ramp simply expands, while the
throughput remains limited by q
(bottle)
out . For example, if the general pattern
(GP) is formed at the bottleneck, an increase of qin does not influence the
discharge flow rate q
(bottle)
out . Instead, the width of the wide moving jam, which
is mostly upstream in the GP, simply grows.






It must be noted that q
(bottle)
out can strongly depend on the congested pattern
type and congested pattern parameters. The congested pattern type and the
pattern parameters depend on initial conditions and the flow rates qon and qin
(Fig. 16 (a)). Thus, the congested pattern capacity q(B)cong implicitly depends
on the flow rates qon and qin.
The capacity drop is the difference between freeway capacity in free flow at a
bottleneck and in a situation, where there is synchronized flow upstream and
free flow downstream of the bottleneck (e.g., [8]).
Assuming that (24) is fulfilled, the capacity drop can be given by
δq = q(free)max − q
(B)
cong, (26)
where the congested pattern capacity q(B)cong is given by the formula (25); q
(free)
max
is the maximum freeway capacity in free flow at qon = 0.
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If one considers all kinds of congested patterns upstream from a bottleneck
then there should be the minimum discharge flow rate which satisfies the con-
dition (24). This minimum discharge flow rate should be the characteristic
quantity for the type of bottleneck under consideration. We denote this quan-
tity by q
(bottle)
min . The maximum of q
(bottle)
out (denoted by q
(bottle)
max ) is predicted
to be the maximum flow rate, which can be realized in synchronized flow,
q(bottle)max = q
(syn)
max . To explain the latter condition, recall that the downstream
front of a congested pattern at the bottleneck due to the on-ramp separates
free flow downstream of the front and synchronized flow upstream of the front.
This downstream front is fixed at the bottleneck. Thus, within the front the
total flow rate across the road (together with the on-ramp) does not depend
on the co-ordinates along the road. Just downstream of the front, i.e., in free
flow this flow rate is equal to q(bottle)max . Just upstream of the front it is sug-
gested that synchronized flow occurs both on the main road and the on-ramp.
The maximum possible total flow rate in synchronized flow is equal to q(syn)max .






Note that there may also be another definition of the capacity drop:
δq = q(free B)max − q
(B)
cong, (28)
where the congested pattern capacity q(B)cong is given by the formula (25) and
q(free B)max is given by (19). However, there could be a difficulty in the application
of the definition (28): There is an infinite multitude of different maximum
freeway capacities in free flow at a bottleneck, q(free B)max (see the formula (19)).
There may be one exception of the condition (24): If a LSP occurs both on the
main road and on the on-ramp upstream of the merge region of the on-ramp
then the discharge flow rate is equal to traffic demand:
q
(bottle)
out (qon, qin) = qsum. (29)
The congested pattern capacity which is related to this LSP should be de-
termined by the maximum discharge flow rate at which the LSP still exists
upstream of the on-ramp.
These hypotheses of the three-phase traffic theory are confirmed by empirical
findings where the discharge flow rate from spatial-temporal congested pat-
terns at bottlenecks has been studied [73] and by numerical results derived
within the three-phase traffic theory which will be presented below.
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5.4 Numerical Study of Congested Pattern Capacity at On-Ramps
Here we confirm and illustrate the general theory of congested pattern capacity
presented above based on a numerical simulation of a one-lane KKW cellular
automata microscopic traffic flow model within the three-phase traffic theory
which has recently been proposed by Kerner, Klenov and Wolf [83].
5.4.1 KKW Cellular Automata Traffic Flow Model
We will use for simulations the KKW-1 CA-model with a linear dependence of
the synchronization distane on the vehicle speed [83]. This KKW CA-model
consists of a dynamic part




vn + aτ for gn > Dn − d,
vn + aτsign(vℓ,n − vn) for gn ≤ Dn − d,
(31)
where sign(x) is 1 for x > 0, 0 for x = 0 and −1 for x < 0, and a stochastic
(fluctuation) part
vn+1 = max(0,min(v˜n+1 + aτηn, vn + aτ, vfree, vs,n)), (32)




−1 if r < pb,






p0 if vn = 0,





pa1 if vn < vp,
pa2 if vn ≥ vp,
(36)
In this KKW CA-model, n = 0, 1, 2, ... is number of time steps, τ is the
time discretization interval, v˜n is the vehicle speed at time step n without
fluctuating part, vn is the vehicle speed at time step n, vℓ,n is the speed of the
leading vehicle at time step n, vs,n = gn/τ is the safe speed at time step n,
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vfree is the maximal speed (free flow), xn is the vehicle position at the time
step n, xℓ,n is the position of the leading vehicle at time step n, d is the vehicle
length which is the same for all vehicles, gn = xℓ,n−xn−d is the gap (front to
end distance) at time step n, Dn = d + kvnτ is the synchronization distance
at time step n, ηn is the speed fluctuation at time step n, a is the vehicle
acceleration, pa is the probability of vehicle acceleration, pb is the probability
of vehicle deceleration, r is a random number uniformly distributed between
0 and 1, k, p0, p, pa1, pa2, vp are constant parameters.
The steady states for the model are related to a 2D region in the flow-density
plane between the line F for free flow (v = vfree), the line U determined by the
safe speed vs,n and the line L determined by the synchronization distance D
(Fig. 17 (a)). The physics of the KKW CA-model has been considered in [83].
All numerical simulations below have been performed for a one-lane road with
an on-ramp. Models of the road and of the on-ramp are the same and they
have the same model parameters (in particular, the road length, the conditions
for vehicle squeezing from the on-ramp to the main road, the time and the
space discretization units, etc.) as it has been chosen in [83] for the KKW-
1 CA-model, parameter-set I (see Table III in [83], the KKW-1 CA-model,
parameter-set I).
5.4.2 Transformations of Congested Patterns at On-Ramps
A diagram of congested pattern at the on-ramp for the KKW CA-model [83]
is qualitatively related to the diagram in Fig. 16 (a) first predicted within
the three-phase traffic theory [73] and then found in the continuum model










J different SP occurs. Right of the boundary S
(B)
J wide moving
jams emerge in synchronized flow upstream of the on-ramp, i.e., different GP
occur.
To study the congested pattern capacity, in the diagram three lines (Line 1,
Line 2 and Line 3) are shown, in addition (Fig. 17 (b)). Different congested
patterns have been studied when the flow rates qon (Line 1 and Line 2) or the
flow rate qin (Line 3) are increasing along the related lines.
The transformation of congested patterns along Line 1 is related to a given
high flow rate in free flow upstream of the on-ramp qin when the flow rate to
the on-ramp qon is increased from lower to higher values (Fig. 18). Right of the
boundary F
(B)
S a WSP occurs (Fig. 18 (a)). If the flow rate to the on-ramp is
only slightly increased then a WSP remains (Fig. 18 (b)) however the vehicle
speed in this WSP on average decreases in comparison with the speed in the
WSP in Fig. 18 (a).
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Right of the boundary S
(B)
J at the high flow rate qin, which is related to Line
1, a DGP occurs (Fig. 18 (c)): After the first wide moving jam has emerged in
synchronized flow, the flow rate upstream of the on-ramp decreases because
it is now determined by the jam outflow. The maximum flow rate in the wide
moving jam outflow is reached when free flow is formed downstream of the
jam, qout = 1810 vehicles/h. When due to the jam upstream propagation
the wide moving jam is far away from the on-ramp an effective flow rate
upstream of the on-ramp is determined by qout, i.e., the effective flow rate
q
(eff)
in = qout = 1810 vehicles/h. This flow rate is however considerably lower
than the initial flow rate qin = 2400 vehicles/h. As a result, no wide moving
jams can emerge upstream of the on-ramp any more: the DGP occurs which
consists of the only one wide moving jam propagating upstream and a SP at
the on-ramp. At the mentioned effective flow rate q
(eff)
in = 1810 vehicles/h and
the flow rate to the on-ramp qon = 105 vehicles/h this SP at the on-ramp is
a WSP (Figs. 17 (b) and 18 (c)). If the flow rate qon is further increased then
the pinch region in synchronized flow upstream of the on-ramp appears where
narrow moving jams continuously emerge (Fig. 18 (d)). Some of these jams
transform into wide moving jams leading to the GP formation. This occurs
right of the boundary G where GPs are realized. When the flow rate qon is
further increased, the GP does not transform into another pattern: It remains
to be a GP at any possible flow rate qon (Fig. 18 (e, f)).
The transformation of congested patterns along Line 2 in Fig. 17 (b) is related
to a given low flow rate in free flow upstream of the on-ramp qin when the flow
rate to the on-ramp qon is increased beginning from a relative high initial
value (Fig. 19). In this case, first a LSP occurs (Fig. 19 (a, b)). If the flow
rate qon increases then the LSP transforms into a GP (Fig. 19 (c-e)). However,
whereas for the GP related to Line 1 (Fig. 18 (d-f)) the condition qin > qout is
fulfilled, in the case of Line 2 we have qin < qout (Fig. 17 (b)). This case has
already been considered in [83] where we could see that the most upstream
wide moving jam in the GP dissolves over time. This indeed occurs for the
GP related to Line 2. For this reason, the width of the GP in Fig. 19 (c-e))
increases much slower over time in comparison with the width of the GP in
Fig. 18 (d-f).
The transformation of congested patterns along Line 3 in Fig. 17 (b) is related
to a given flow rate to the on-ramp qon when the flow rate in free flow upstream
of the on-ramp qin is increased beginning from a relatively low initial value
(Fig. 20). Because at this flow rate the boundary F
(B)
S is intersected above
the boundary W (which separates the WSP and the LSP in the diagram of
congested patterns in Fig. 17 (b)), a WSP occurs (Fig. 20 (a)). The WSP
remains in a wide range of the flow rate qin when this flow rate increases
(Fig. 20 (b, c)). However, the average speed in the WSP decreases whereas the
flow rate qin increases. Finally, if the flow rate qin increases and the boundary
S
(B)
J is intersected, a GP occurs (Fig. 20 (d)). This GP transforms in a GP
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shown in Fig. 18 (e) when the flow rate qin is further increased.
5.4.3 Time-Evolution of Discharge Flow Rate
By the simulation of congested patterns considered above the flow rate to the
on ramp qon has been switched on only after the time t = t0. Let us designate
the flow rate far enough downstream of the on-ramp where free flow occurs
as qdown. During the time 0 ≤ t < t0 free flow occurs at the on-ramp and
qdown = qsum = qin. At t > t0, i.e., after the on-ramp has been switched on, the
flow rate qdown should increase because qsum = qin + qon at t ≥ t0. However,
at t ≥ t0 a congested pattern has begun to form upstream of the on-ramp.
Thus, at t > t0 the flow rate qdown is determined by the discharge flow rate
q
(bottle)
out : qdown = q
(bottle)
out . The numerical simulation allows us to study the
time-evolution of the flow rate qdown by the formation of each of the congested
patterns upstream of the on-ramp (Fig. 21-Fig. 23).
This evolution for congested patterns which appear along Line 1 is shown in
Fig. 21. It can be seen that although at t = t0 the inflow from the on-ramp is
switched on, i.e., as additional vehicles enter the main road from the on-ramp,
the discharge flow rate is lower than the flow rate qsum = qin at 0 ≤ t < t0.
This is the result of the congested pattern formation: Each of the congested
patterns along Line 1 leads to a decrease in the flow rate on the main road
just upstream of the on-ramp. This decrease is higher than the increase of the
flow rate due to the vehicles squeezing to the main road from the on-ramp.
A different situation is realized for the congested patterns which appear along
Line 2 (Fig. 22). In this case, the discharge flow rate is higher than the flow
rate qsum = qin at 0 ≤ t < t0: Each of the congested patterns along Line 2
leads also to a decrease in the flow rate on the main road just upstream of the
on-ramp. However this decrease is lower than the increase of the flow rate due
to the vehicles squeezing onto the main road from the on-ramp.
An intermediate case has been found for the congested patterns which appear
along Line 3 (Fig. 23), i.e., when the initial flow rate upstream of the on-ramp
qin is changing. First, there is a slight increase in the flow rate qdown = q
(bottle)
out
due to the congested pattern formation in comparison with the initial flow rate
qdown = qin (Fig. 23 (a)). For a higher flow rate qin there is almost no change
in the flow rate qdown after congested patterns have been formed (Fig. 23 (b,
c)). When the flow rate qin is further increased, the discharge flow rate is lower
than the initial flow rate qdown = qin at 0 ≤ t < t0 as it was for the congested
patterns along Line 1 (Fig. 23 (d)), i.e., the flow rate qdown decreases during
the congested pattern formation.
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5.4.4 Congested Pattern Capacity
The congested pattern capacity q(B)cong (25) has been calculated through the
60 min averaging of the discharge flow rate q
(bottle)
out after the related congested
pattern has been formed. It has been found that the congested pattern capacity
q(B)cong depends on the type of congested patterns and on the pattern parameters
noticeably.
Indeed, along Line 1 (Fig. 24 (a)) the congested pattern capacity q(B)cong is a
decreasing function of the flow rate to the on-ramp qon. This is linked to the
pinch effect in synchronized flow which occurs when qon increases. Due to
the pinch effect (a compression of synchronized flow with the narrow moving
jam formation), a relatively high vehicle speed in synchronized flow of the
WSP decreases. This leads to a decrease in the flow rate in synchronized flow
upstream of the on-ramp. The decrease in the latter flow rate is noticeable
higher than an increase in the flow rate to the on-ramp. For this reason, the
congested pattern capacity q(B)cong decreases although qon increases. The more
the decrease in the speed and in the flow rate in synchronized flow upstream
of the on-ramp is the higher the flow rate qon is. However, there is a saturation
of the decrease in the congested pattern capacity q(B)cong when qon is further
increased.
By calculation of the congested pattern capacity the condition (24) has been
fulfilled. The only exception is the calculation of the capacity along Line 2: In
this case, first a LSP appears (Fig. 19 (a, b)) and therefore the condition (29)
has been used. The congested pattern capacity which is related to this LSP has
been determined by the maximum discharge flow rate at which the LSP still
exists upstream of the on-ramp. It has been found that the latter condition is
only fulfilled for the LSP at qon ≈ 650 vehicles/h. This has been taken into
account in Fig. 24 (b): The dashed curve is related to the discharge flow rate
from the LSP when the capacity is not reached and the solid curve corresponds
to the congested pattern capacity. It can been seen that the congested pattern
capacity decreases when the flow rate qon increases. However, in comparison
with Line 1 the decrease in the capacity along Line 2 is considerably lower at
the same increase in the flow rate qon.
Along Line 3 (Fig. 24 (c)) the congested pattern capacity q(B)cong is a non-
monotonous function of the flow rate to the on-ramp qon: There is a maximum
point on this dependence. It occurs that at the same flow rate to the on-ramp
qon the flow rate in synchronized flow in the WSP upstream of the on-ramp
increases during the evolution of the WSP (from the WSP in Fig. 20 (a) to
the WSP in Fig. 20 (c)) with the increase in the flow rate qin. The flow rate in
synchronized flow of the WSP in the maximum point in Fig. 24 (c) (the WSP
in Fig. 20 (c)) is higher than the flow rate in the wide moving jam outflow




J is intersected, then wide moving jams begin to form in
synchronized flow of the initial WSP: a GP is forming. The flow rate in the
wide moving jam outflow cannot exceed qout. As a result, the flow rate through
synchronized flow of the GP occurs to be noticeably lower than in the WSP
in Fig. 20 (c) which is related to the maximum point of the congested pattern
capacity in Fig. 24 (c). Thus, the congested pattern capacity decreases when
the WSP transforms into the GP. This explains the maximum point in the
congested pattern capacity as function of the flow rate qin.
6 Conclusions
The three-phase traffic theory by the author describes phase transitions and
a diverse variety of spatial-temporal congested patterns both on homogeneous
roads and at highway bottlenecks which are related to results of empirical ob-
servations [71,73]. The features of these phase transitions and of the spatial-
temporal congested patterns at bottlenecks in the three-phase traffic theory
[71,73,12,77,81,82,99] are qualitatively different in comparison with the re-
lated results which have been derived in the fundamental diagram approach
[21,22,23,24]. An exception is only the propagation of wide moving jams whose
characteristic parameters and features appear to play an important role (in
particular, the flow rate in the outflow from the jam, qout) in both the three-
phase traffic theory and traffic flow theories in the fundamental diagram ap-
proach.
Recent empirical results of a study of the congested patterns at on- and off-
ramps and of their evolution when the bottleneck strength is gradually chang-
ing [73] confirm the discussed results and conclusions of the three-phase-traffic-
theory [71,73,12,77,81,82,99] rather than the related results and conclusions of
traffic theories in the fundamental diagram approach [21,22,23,24,57,58,59,60,61].
The three-phase traffic theory [75,71,77,81,82,99] has also been confirmed by
the on-line application in the traffic center of the State Hessen of some re-
cent models ”ASDA” (Automatische Staudynamikanalyse: Automatic Trac-
ing of Moving Traffic Jams) [115,116] and ”FOTO” (Forecasting of Traffic
Objects) [117,118] which are based on this traffic flow theory. These models
allow reconstruction, tracing and prediction of spatial-temporal traffic dy-
namics based on local measurements of traffic. The models ASDA and FOTO
perform without validation of model parameters at different traffic conditions
(see a recent review about the models ASDA and FOTO in [101]).
A mathematical microscopic traffic flow model in the frame of the three-phase
traffic theory which has recently been proposed by Kerner and Klenov [82]
shows a considerable potential both for the development of qualitatively new
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mathematical traffic models and for the traffic flow theory development on the
basis of the discussed hypotheses of the three-phase traffic theory. This is also
confirmed by results of a numerical study of several new cellular automata
traffic flow models which have recently been developed by Kerner, Klenov and
Wolf [83].
Based on the three-phase traffic theory, a general probabilistic theory of high-
way capacity has been developed and presented in this paper. It is shown
that already in free traffic at the on-ramp there may be infinite multitudes
of highway capacities which depend on the flow rate to the on-ramp. When
a bottleneck is congested then a much more complicated picture of congested
pattern highway capacity can be realized: Congested pattern highway capacity
strongly depends on the type of the congested pattern and the pattern parame-
ters. The theory of highway capacity and of the capacity drop presented in the
paper is confirmed by both results of empirical observations [10,11,76,73] and
by the presented numerical results of the simulations of the KKW CA-model
presented in the article and in [83].
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Fig. 1. The fundamental hypotheses of the three-phase traffic theory [71,75]: States
of free flow (curve F ) and spatially homogeneous and time-independent states
(steady states) of synchronized flow (dashed region) in the flow density plane for
a multi-lane (in one direction) homogeneous (without bottlenecks) road in the
three-phase traffic theory (a). For a comparison, in (b) steady states for a homoge-
neous (without bottlenecks) one-lane road are shown. The dotted line is related to




Fig. 2. Example of expanded congested pattern (EP): (a) - Scheme of the infras-
tructure of the section of the freeway A9-South near Munich, Germany. Highway
bottlenecks are linked to the merge of three-lane section into two-lane section in the
vicinity of the detectors D32 and to on- and off-ramps in the intersections I5, I6, and
I7 with other freeways. (b) - The graph of synchronized flow and wide moving jams
in space and time in the EP which has been reconstructed by the models ASDA
and FOTO based on measurements of the average vehicle speed and the flow rate
at different detectors (D35-D21). Taken from [85].
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Fig. 3. The widening synchronized flow pattern (WSP): (a) - Scheme of the highway
infrastructure and local measurements at the section of the highway A5-North [73];
(b) - the average speed and the flow rate in WSP as functions of time and loca-
tion [101].
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Fig. 4. The widening synchronized flow pattern (WSP): Time series of the vehicle
speed (left) and flow rate (right) for different highway lanes for detectors D22 -
D16. The F→S transitions at the related detectors leading to the WSP formation
are marked with up arrows.
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Fig. 5. The measurement points in the flow-density plane for WSP shown in Fig. 3
at the detectors D20 - D17 (left line). Free traffic is related to black quadrates,
synchronized flow is related to circles. Overlapping of states of free flow and syn-
chronized flow at the detectors D19 is in the density range from about 18 to 36
vehicles/km.
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Fig. 6. Empirical features of synchronized flow at the detectors D19 (left) and D18
(right) in the WSP shown in Figs. 3 (b) and 4: (a) - Measurement points in the
speed-density plane (free flow - black quadrates, synchronized flow - circles; left
lane), (b) - The average difference in the vehicle speeds between left and middle
highway lanes as a function of the density, curve F for free flow, curve S for syn-
chronized flow. The speed differences in (b) are averaged for density intervals of
2 vehicles/km; (c, d) - Distribution of the number of vehicles as a function of the
different speed classes related to individual single vehicle data for synchronized flow
(c) and for free flow (d): The curve 1 is related to vehicles on the left lane, 2 -
vehicles on the middle lane, 3 - vehicles on the right lane, 4 - long vehicles on the
right lane, 5 - long vehicles on the middle lane (long vehicles may not move on the
left (passing) lane of a three-lane (in one direction) highway in Germany). In (c, d),
measured single vehicle data are shown whereby the number of vehicles in each of
15 different classes in regard to the vehicle speed is used separately for vehicles and
for long vehicles.
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Fig. 7. Explanation of the jam emergence in synchronized flow in the three-phase
traffic theory [71]: (a) - the line J . States of free (curve F ) and steady states of





J ) of the critical density amplitude of a local perturbation ∆ρc
on the density in steady speed states. The curves S
(1)
J (ρ) and S
(2)
J (ρ) are related to











min 1 and ρ
(syn)







Fig. 8. Explanation of the wide moving jam emergence in steady states of traffic
flow in [71]. In (a, c) qout ρmin are the flow rate and the density in the wide moving
jam outflow, respectively (see Fig. 7).
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Fig. 9. Explanation of hypotheses to the three-phase traffic theory [12,77]: (a) -
States of free (curve F ) and synchronized flow (hatched region) which are the same
as in Fig. 1 (a). (b) - Qualitative dependencies of the amplitude of the critical density
local perturbation on the density. (c) - Qualitative dependencies of the probability
of the phase transitions In (b, c) the curve FS is related to the F→S transition
and the curve FJ is related to the F→J transition. In (b), right a form of a local
density perturbation is schematically shown which grows if the amplitude of this
perturbation, ∆ρa, exceeds the critical amplitude ∆ρc (links).
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Fig. 10. Qualitative illustration of the F→S transition (the breakdown phe-
nomenon): The critical branch v
(FS)
cr (dashed curve) gives the speed inside the critical
local perturbation, the threshold density ρth and the threshold flow rate qth in free
flow for the F→S transition on a homogeneous road in the flow-density plane (a)
and in the speed-density plane (b, c). In (a) states of free and synchronized flows
are taken from Fig. 1 (a). In (b) states of free and synchronized flows are related to
(a). In (c) a part of figure (b) for lower density range in a higher scale is shown. The
black point in (a-c) on the curve F for free flow shows the threshold point ρ = ρth
for the F→S transition.
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Fig. 11. Explanation of the hypothesis about the Z-shaped dependence of the the
mean probability of the passing P in the three-phase traffic theory [12,77]: (a)
- States of free (curve F ) and synchronized flow (hatched region) which are the
same as in Fig. 1 (a). (b) - Qualitative dependence of the mean probability of the
passing P (which is averaged over all different steady states of synchronized flow
at a given density) as a function of the density. (c) - Qualitative dependence of the
mean probability of the passing P as a function of the density without averaging of
the mean probability for all different steady states of synchronized flow at a given
density. The black point in (a, c) is related to the threshold point for the F→S
transition).
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Fig. 12. Explanation of the question why moving jams do not emerge in free flow
in the three-phase traffic theory [71]: (a) - A qualitative concatenation of states of
free flow (curve F ), steady states of synchronized flow (hatched region), the critical
branch v
(FS)
cr with Line J in the flow-density plane. (b) - states in speed-density plane
related to (a). In (a, b) states of free flow (curve F ), steady states of synchronized
flow (hatched region) and the critical branch v
(FS)
cr are taken from Fig. 10 (a) and
(b), respectively.
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Fig. 13. Explanation of the critical branches v
(SJ)
cr, 1 and v
(SJ)
cr, 2 for the S→J-transition





for free flow (curve F ), steady states of synchronized flow (dashed region) and the
curve J are taken from Fig. 12b.
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Fig. 14. Qualitative illustration of the deterministic breakdown phenomenon (the
deterministic F→S transition) in an initial free flow at a freeway bottleneck: (a)
- States free flow (solid curves F in (a) and v
(B)
free in (b) related to the bottleneck;
dashed branches show states of free flow on a homogeneous road) and steady states
of synchronized flow (dashed region) in the flow-density plane. (b) - related to
speed-density characteristics of (a). The steady states of synchronized flow are taken
from Fig. 1 (a). (c) - Qualitative illustration of a Z-shaped speed-flow characteristic
for the spontaneous breakdown phenomenon (the spontaneous F→S transition) in
an initial free flow at a freeway bottleneck due to an on-ramp. States free flow (curve
v
(B)
free) and steady states of synchronized flow (dashed region) in the flow-density plane
together with the critical branch v
(B)
cr, FS (dashed curve) which gives the speed inside
the random component of the critical perturbation.
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Fig. 15. Qualitative illustration of all possible phase transitions and double Z-shaped





cr, FS which gives the speed inside the critical local perturbation for the
spontaneous F→S transition, a two-dimensional region of steady states of synchro-
nized flow (dashed region), two critical branches v
(B)
cr, SJ, i, i = 1, 2 which gives the
speed inside the critical local perturbation for the spontaneous S→J transitions for
the related two speeds of synchronized flow v
(1)
syn i, i = 1, 2, and the speed vmin = 0
inside wide moving jams. (b) - A simplified double Z-shaped speed-flow dependence
related to (a) where all different synchronized flow speeds at a given flow rate qon
are averaged. In (a) states of free flow (the curve v
(B)
free), states of synchronized flow
(dashed region), and the critical branch v
(B)
cr, FS are taken from Fig. 14 (c). The
critical branches v
(SJ)
cr, 1 and v
(SJ)
cr, 2 are taken from Fig. 13.
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Fig. 16. Diagram of congested patterns at highway bottlenecks on a multi-lane high-
way in the three-phase traffic theory (a) [73,82,99,112] and possible dependencies of
the maximum highway capacity in free flow at the effective location of a bottleneck
q
(free B)
max on the bottleneck strength ∆q (b).
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Fig. 17. Steady states in the flow-density plane (a) [83] and the diagram of congested
patterns at the on-ramp (b) for the KKW CA-model within the three-phase traffic
theory. The model parameters are related to the KKW-1 CA model (parameter-set
I) in [83].
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Fig. 18. Evolution of the vehilce speed in space and in time at the given
qin = 2400 vehicles/h for different qon related to Line 1 in Fig. 17 (b): (a, b)
- widening synchronized flow patterns WSP, (c) - the dissolving general pattern
(DGP), (d, e, f) - general patterns (GP). The flow rate qon is: (a) (40), (b) (60),
(c) (105), (d) (150), (e) (200), (f) (500) vehicles/h. The on-ramp is at the location
x = 16 km (see formore detail [83])
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Fig. 19. Evolution of the vehilce speed in space and in time at the given
qin = 1255 vehicles/h for different qon related to Line 1 in Fig. 17 (b): (a, b) -
localized synchronized flow patterns LSP, (c - e) - general patterns (GP). The flow
rate qon is: (a) (550), (b) (630), (c) (700), (d) (850), (e) (1000) vehicles/h.
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Fig. 20. Evolution of the vehilce speed in space and in time at the given
qon = 200 vehicles/h for different qin related to Line 3 in Fig. 17 (b): (a-c) - WSP, (d)
- GP. The flow rate qin is: (a) (1660), (b) (1800), (c) (1960), (d) (2200) vehicles/h.
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Fig. 21. Time-evolution of the flow rate downstream of the on-ramp qdown during the
pattern formation at the on-ramp for different congested patterns related to Line
1 in Figs. 17 (b) and 18: The flow rate qdown averaged during 1 min (left) and the
flow rate qdown averaged 10 min (right). Figures (a)-(f) are related to the congested
patterns with the same letters (a)-(f) in Fig. 18. The data from a virtual detector
located at x = 17 km in free flow downstream of the on-ramp (16 km).
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Fig. 22. Time-evolution of the flow rate downstream of the on-ramp qdown during the
pattern formation at the on-ramp for different congested patterns related to Line
2 in Figs. 17 (b) and 19: The flow rate qdown averaged during 1 min (left) and the
flow rate qdown averaged 10 min (right). Figures (a)-(e) are related to the congested
patterns with the same letters (a)-(e) in Fig. 19. The data from a virtual detector
located at x = 17 km in free flow downstream of the on-ramp (16 km).
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Fig. 23. Time-evolution of the flow rate downstream of the on-ramp qdown during
the pattern formation at the on-ramp for different congested patterns related to
the Line 3 in Figs. 17 (b) and 20: The flow rate qdown averaged during 1 min (left)
and the flow rate qdown averaged 10 min (right). Figures (a)-(d) are related to the
congested patterns with the same letters (a)-(d) in Fig. 20. The data from a virtual
detector located at x = 17 km in free flow downstream of the on-ramp (16 km).
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Fig. 24. Dependence of the average congested pattern capacity on the patern type
and pattern parameters: (a, b) The congested pattern capacity as function on the
flow rate qon related to Line 1(a) and Line 2 (b) in Fig. 17 (b). (c) - The congested
pattern capacity as function on the flow rate qin related to Line 3 in Fig. 17 (b). The
black points correspond to the congested patterns in Figs. 18- 20 for each of Lines
1-3, respectively. The averaging of the discharge fllow rate during 60 min beginning
from the time moment t = 20 min (after congested patterns have been formed)
is performed. The data from a virtual detector located at x = 17 km in free flow
downstream of the on-ramp (16 km).
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